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1. Executive Summary
A team representing the College of St. Joseph (“CSJ”), Vermont Works Management Company (“Vermont
Works”), and the Vermont Innovation Commons (“Commons”) conducted this feasibility study
(“Feasibility Study”), from June through September of 2019, to assess the feasibility of creating an
“innovation center” together with a reimagined College of St. Joseph in Rutland, Vermont.
The “CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation” is envisioned as a place that would provide non-accredited
education and workforce development, accelerator programs for entrepreneurs and startups, co-work
space, office space for startups and others, co-living space, and serve as home to third party programs and
business tenants. Leveraging its location within a federally recognized/state designated “Opportunity
Zone,” the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation would seek to attract investment to support the facility
and to startup companies nurtured there.
Following a thorough review including extensive public engagement, needs assessment, and physical
assessment of the CSJ campus facilities, our team has determined that it is feasible to establish the CSJ
Center for Excellence & Innovation.
Our assessment indicates that:
•

There is significant community and stakeholder support for the initiative.

•

The proposed use may result in the highest and best value for the property considering
conventional uses such as residential or commercial office would not avail themselves of the
current property tax exemption. NOTE: The properties that make up the CSJ campus are
currently on the Grand List assessment for approximately $11 million; paying property tax on that
value would result in a negative property valuation utilizing a discounted cash flow analysis.

•

As envisioned, the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation would be consistent with best-practice
initiatives nationwide that have driven entrepreneurship and economic development,
and that have attracted inward community investment.

•

A review of the state and national context highlights demographic and economic challenges for
rural America, including a “skills gap” between today’s workers and the occupations of tomorrow.
At the same time, building on existing momentum and with new initiatives, including those
envisioned for the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation, Rutland is well placed to attract
professionals, entrepreneurs, and investment for the local and regional community.

•

The Opportunity Zone program can unlock investment both for the facility and companies based
there. Though the program itself is somewhat complicated, our initiative would likely be a
national leader in supporting rural startup companies and thus also likely be a beacon for
attracting meaningful financial grants and venture philanthropy, augmenting the investment
benefits created under the nationwide Opportunity Zone program. NOTE: The State of Vermont
has identified the initiative to reimagine CSJ as one of the most actionable Opportunity Zone
strategies statewide.
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•

There is a role for the College of St. Joseph to restructure its educational offerings, meeting
community needs and serving as a model for similar national liberal arts colleges struggling to find
new business model strategies. NOTE: The Feasibility Study alone has garnered both local and
national media attention.1

•

The CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation can be an important part of Rutland’s continued
redevelopment, particularly supporting the emerging concept of “New Ruralism” (a holistic
approach to invigorating rural America), in part by attracting new high-skilled residents and
retaining young professionals who seek vibrant co-work/event spaces that help to create energy.

•

By launching educational programs shaped beyond the scope of traditional accreditation-bound
liberal arts models, combined with innovative entrepreneurial acceleration and workforce
development programming, the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation sits at the convergence of
the future of work and the future of education.

•

The most significant challenge to the initiative is the small population of Rutland (and Vermont) as
compared to communities with similar facilities. Initial demand levels will be somewhat low and
will grow slowly as programs are developed. Business modeling for the launch and growth of
the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation must consider these challenges. However, analyses of
demographics, occupations, and commuting patterns suggest there is latent demand in the area
that can be unlocked through marketing and outreach. For comparison purposes, it is important
to note that The MINT makerspace growth levels have exceeded initial (albeit moderate)
projections.

•

From a financial perspective, any effort to attract investment for the initiative will be contingent on
successfully addressing the College of St. Joseph’s current financial condition and the continuation
of the College’s tax-exempt status.

•

Initial business modeling suggests that the CSJ Center for Excellence and Innovation will incur
operating deficits over the first two years of operation as demand ramps up and will achieve
positive returns at about the third year of operation, providing a sustainable business model for
ongoing operation.

Given these findings, the feasibility study team intends to move forward with efforts to shape, establish,
and launch the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation.
Immediate next steps include efforts to address the current financial situation of the College of St. Joseph,
winterizing and securing the campus, and soliciting proposals to acquire campus real estate assets. Such
proposals will require pre-closing due diligence, which include detailed engineering, environmental and
architectural studies, detailed legal and tax structuring, and related matters. During this period, the
College of St. Joseph will be exploring interim uses of their campus facilities (for example, rental of the
Athletic Center) and offering initial educational and training programs.
We encourage readers to review this entire feasibility study report. It includes significant detail on
comparative examples, national trends, important considerations for Rutland and Vermont, and details on
what we envision for the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation.
We hope you will find this effort to be of interest and value as we work together to create a better future
for our community in this rapidly changing 21st century economy and society.
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2. Feasibility Study Process
2.1. Background
The Feasibility Study team conducted an extensive review of the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation
concept, focused on:
1.
Community needs assessment
2.
Physical facilities assessment
3.
Contextual assessment
4.
Economic assessments
5.
Analysis and recommendations
The objectives of the feasibility study process have been to refine a vision, implementation strategies, and
business plan for the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation, informed by a thorough assessment of
needs, the physical facilities, financial considerations, and wider strategic context.
The feasibility study was conducted by a partnership of the College of St. Joseph (Dr. Jennifer Scott,
President, and her team), Vermont Works Management Company (Robert Zulkoski, Partner, and his
team), and Vermont Innovation Commons (Mark Naud, CEO and his team) working collaboratively under a
Memorandum of Understanding agreement.
The Vermont Agency of Commerce and Community Development (VT ACCD) initiated introductions in
April 2019. Both the College of St. Joseph and Vermont Works were working separately with VT ACCD. VT
ACCD was aware that both organizations shared similar goals of maintaining and enhancing education,
workforce development, and economic opportunity for Vermonters.

Scoping of a feasibility study effort was conducted from April – May 2019. The feasibility study effort
“officially” launched on June 10, 2019 with a stakeholder engagement meeting held at CSJ. The meeting
included several key individuals officially or informally engaged in Rutland’s economic development.
Some of the attendees at this meeting included, Mayor David Allaire, Tyler Richardson, Executive Director,
Rutland Economic Development Corporation (REDC), and Brennan Duffy, Executive Director, Rutland
Redevelopment Authority (RRA).
The team’s feasibility study target duration of 120 calendar days provided a projected completion date
around the end of September 2019.

2.2. Approach
The feasibility study effort addressed five core activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Needs assessment
Physical facilities assessment
Contextual assessment
Economic assessments
Analysis and recommendations
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2.2.1. Needs Assessment
The feasibility study effort collected observations and evidence on the types of needs for the services,
programs, and facilities envisioned for the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation, as well as the levels of
those needs. These needs include the obvious and latent demands for coworking facilities, workforce
development, entrepreneurial support services, educational offerings, and community events.
The needs assessment was conducted through both community engagement activities and by collecting
empirical evidence.
Several community engagement activities were conducted, including:
•

One-on-one meetings with interested individuals

•

Formal presentations and Q&A sessions with key organizations including; the Rutland
Redevelopment Authority, the Rutland Economic Development Corporation, the Rutland Regional
Chamber of Commerce, Project VISION, subcommittees of the City of Rutland’s Board of
Aldermen, Vermont Talent Pipeline Management, and Vermont Department of Labor

•

Focus group meetings with organizations such as the Rutland Young Professionals

•

Meetings with local employers such as Rutland Regional Medical Center, Omya, Green Mountain
Power and Vermont Electric Power Co (VELCO)

•

Two public sessions held at CSJ – the Vermont Business Ecosystem Meetup (July 11) and the
College of St. Joseph: A Reimagined Future Public Forum (August 8)

These activities provided an opportunity to engage with over one hundred individuals during the feasibility
study process.
The feasibility study team sourced relevant demographic and economic data from census records and
various public reports and engaged with the Vermont Department of Labor to collect empirical evidence.
Further, the team collected and assessed information on regional startups and investment through
sources such as Crunchbase and existing Vermont entrepreneurial programs such as Launch VT.
Analyses based on this information are presented throughout this feasibility study report.

2.2.2. Physical facilities assessment
The feasibility study team conducted an initial assessment of the physical facilities available on the CSJ
campus. This assessment included, but was not limited to, the following aspects of the campus:
•

Space available and physical layout of the campus buildings, including St. Joseph Hall, Tuttle Hall,
Roncalli and Medaille residence halls, and the Athletic Center;

•

Current utilization and configuration of spaces for previous, current, and projected uses;

•

State of repair of the grounds and buildings, including deferred maintenance;
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•

Building systems and infrastructure, including electrical, HVAC, water, and security;

•

Fixtures and furnishings, including educational facilities (A/V, wet lab, pottery/arts, etc.);

•

Opportunities to redesign and renovate spaces, including removal of interior walls, raising ceiling
heights, etc.; and

•

Physical opportunities for, and impacts of, potential new tenant programs such as accommodating
The MINT makerspace and offering training for specialty nurses (i.e., ORN) at Rutland Regional
Medical Center

These assessments are necessary to inform planning for newly envisioned uses of the campus and a welldeveloped business plan.

2.2.3. Contextual Assessment
Any concept for a newly imagined CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation needs to take into consideration
the wider context, both geographically and programmatically. The vision and implementation planning
for such a center should be well informed by best practice examples and relevant information where
available.
As part of a wider “contextual assessment,” the feasibility study team looked at items including, but not
limited to:
•

Best practice examples of co-work and innovation centers across the country and globally, with a
particular focus on those in rural or post-industrial locations;

•

Trends, challenges, and opportunities facing higher education, with a particular focus on rural
liberal arts colleges;

•

Workforce development and other vocational trends that relate to Vermont’s “DNA” of
sustainability, resilience, and social impact, particularly in a rural/small city context;

•

Trends and initiatives in terms of entrepreneurship, venture capital, and startup
incubation/acceleration;

•

Grant programs and other philanthropy in terms of both funding opportunities and as inspiration
for relevant programming offerings (i.e. funding for targeted groups, funding to address specific
societal challenges, etc.); and

•

The landscape of similar initiatives across Vermont and New England, assessing both synergies,
potential overlaps, and opportunities for collaboration.

These assessments built on the information, expertise, and insights previously developed by Vermont
Works, Vermont Innovation Commons, and the College of St. Joseph over several years prior to the
feasibility study effort.
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2.2.4. Economic Assessments
The feasibility study process also included a range of economic and financial assessments intended to
inform business and operational planning, including:
•

Assessment of CSJ’s current operational financial obligations such as campus grounds
maintenance, utilities, etc.;

•

Discussions with both CSJ and Heritage Family Credit Union to assess current debt obligations and
potential forward strategies;

•

Potential costs associated with addressing deferred maintenance and campus redevelopment;

•

Preliminary evaluation of tax-exempt status and use of New Markets Tax Credit and Opportunity
Zone funding;

•

Sources of both short-term and longer-term revenue, including those associated with relaunching
CSJ educational activities;

•

Costs and revenues associated with hosting prospective new tenants such as The MINT
makerspace; and

•

Restructuring and liquidation bankruptcy scenarios.

The feasibility study team conducted an in-depth analysis of Rutland’s Opportunity Zone designations as a
specific and detailed aspect of economic planning. This analysis included collaboration with both the
Rutland Redevelopment Authority (RRA) and the Rutland Economic Development Corp (REDC) as they
develop an “opportunity zone prospectus” for the wider Rutland area.
The results of this opportunity zone analysis are presented specifically in this feasibility study report, and
the information gathered from the wider economic analyses informing the recommendations and
business planning, are also set out in this report.

2.2.5. Analysis and Recommendations
Building on the information gathered though these assessments of needs, physical facilities, context, and
economic considerations, the feasibility study team has developed a vision, implementation
recommendations, and financial considerations informing the creation of the CSJ Center for Excellence &
Innovation.
These findings are presented as part of this feasibility study report.
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3. Context
In proposing a reimagined CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation, local, state, and national context must
be taken into consideration.
Perhaps the most significant “macro-trend” is a fundamental shift in the nature of economic activity, a
“Fourth Industrial Revolution,” where technology is eliminating many jobs, creating new ones, and
requiring vastly new worker skills and business approaches. Societal responses to this trend include a
blend of more responsive, modular, yet integrated education and (workforce) training offerings with a
focus on continuous lifelong learning. Communities not responding to this challenge will increasingly be
left behind.
More locally, we note that Vermont and Rutland face several challenges including an aging and declining
population, with citizens often not having the needed advanced skills to succeed in this shifting economy
(a “Skills Gap”).
We also note the range of challenges perceived for all of rural America, including limited economic
opportunities, socio-economic problems, and a decline in local employment opportunities.
At the same time, we have found a nascent revitalization of rural America. Venture capital investors are
seeking opportunities to invest beyond Silicon Valley, Boston, and New York, looking to communities
across the country for innovation and innovators. Professionals are increasingly choosing to move to rural
settings to enjoy an improved quality of life and take advantage of more affordable living. Technology is
facilitating a shift to “remote working,” wherein companies can support a decentralized workforce of
individuals residing wherever they wish.
Many communities across America have established “innovation centers” like what we envision. These
centers have been drivers of entrepreneurship, investment, and growth.
Taken together, these developments are seen as a “New Ruralism,” a holistic approach in rural
communities that not only seeks to reverse decline but, in fact, celebrates smaller rural communities as a
preferred place to live, work, and innovate.

3.1. Local Context
3.1.1. College of St. Joseph and challenges in higher education
After years of educating their members within the walls of the motherhouse on Convent Avenue in
Rutland, the Sisters of St. Joseph of Rutland purchased the campus of Rutland Junior College to establish
a training center for their young novices and continue their education in the sisters’ traditional school.
In 1956, a core group of courageous women lead by Sr. Mary Matthew McDevitt, the college’s first
president, formed St. Joseph’s Teachers College. The State of Vermont approved the conferral of a
Bachelor of Science degree in education. The College held its first graduation in 1960. The college
changed its name to College of St. Joseph the Provider, earning regional accreditation from the New
England Association of Schools and Colleges (now the New England Commission of Higher Education, or
NECHE), and the first lay students graduated in 1965. The college started enrolling men, in addition to
9

women, in the 1960’s. The resultant rapid growth of the college into the early 1970s led to the
construction of two residence halls, Roncalli Hall and Medaille Hall along with St. Joseph Hall.
St. Joseph Hall initially housed eight classrooms, two science laboratories, a language laboratory, and an
auditorium/gymnasium, until its complete transformation in 1987.
During the college’s peak years in the 1980s and 1990s, with enrollments well above 300 full-time
students, the College of St. Joseph (CSJ) curriculum expanded to more than 30 majors, with added
emphasis on programs for adult learners, graduate students, and continuing education and professional
development. Several men’s and women’s competitive athletic teams were flourishing during the same
period. An ambitious and unprecedented 5-year capital campaign transformed the campus with the
addition of two new buildings (Athletic Center and Tuttle Hall) and the relocation of the library. The new
Giorgetti Library was completed in 2006. The College of St. Joseph became home to the first rooftop solar
farm in Rutland in 2013. Also, in 2013, the Provider Scholarship Program—designed to provide students
with financial aid in exchange for a commitment to academic curiosity, participation in campus clubs and
activities, and community engagement—was introduced, and the college welcomed 70 new students. By
2016, the number of Provider Scholars had doubled, and the total number of service hours exceeded
10,000.
Unfortunately, by 2016 abrupt yet predicted changes in the landscape of higher education, along with
state, regional and national declines in high school graduates and new college enrollments, adversely
impacted the college’s ability to pivot successfully in the face of significant financial challenges. On July 31,
2018, the college received written notification that the commissioners of NECHE voted at their meeting on
June 28 to place the College of St. Joseph on probation for a period not to exceed two years because it did
not meet the Commission’s standard on Institutional Resources (i.e. financial support). By December of
that year, NECHE commissioners remained unconvinced that the small college could achieve compliance
with accreditation standards within the probationary period and voted to withdraw the accreditation of
the College of St. Joseph at the end of August 2019. As a result, the college made the decision to suspend
its degree programs after the completion of the 2018-2019 academic year and to hold its final
commencement.
Following graduation on May 18, 2019, the CSJ Board of Trustees officially voted to continue operations of
the college and began charting a path forward that would allow the college to continue its educational
public purpose and mission. At a time when Vermont faces increasing demographic and economic
challenges, the cessation of CSJ’s operations in their current form is a significant loss to Rutland City, the
county, and the state as a whole. However, this challenge also presents the opportunity to reimagine
education and economic development for a 21st century Vermont economy, while leveraging CSJ’s
resources and physical facilities to make that happen.

The spring 2019 closings of Green Mountain and Southern Vermont Colleges, along with the suspension of
College of St. Joseph’s degree-granting programs, were manifestations of a deepening national crisis in
higher education that has become particularly acute in New England.
A declining birth rate will only exacerbate the problem of declining enrollments currently being
experienced by U.S. colleges, already under pressure from a host of additional difficulties including rising
costs, ballooning student debt, and a deepening skepticism within the U.S. population concerning the
value of a college education2 (Sources: Boston Magazine, Academic Impressions). In 2013 Clayton
Christensen and Michael Horn, co-founders of the Institute for Disruptive Innovation, predicted that at
least 25% of colleges would fail in the next ten to fifteen years, and Horn now estimates that the failure
rate will be closer to 30 to 35% (Source: Boston Globe).
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As summarized by former UMASS Dartmouth President and member of congress, Marty Meehan, “Make
no mistake—this [crisis] is an existential threat to entire sections of higher education. And New England,
unfortunately, is ground zero”3 (Source: U.S. News & World Report).

As smaller institutions in New England and across the U.S. struggle to respond to these multiplying
challenges, there is a growing consensus among educational leaders that the traditional higher education
business model is no longer viable considering a fast changing economic and demographic landscape.
Many colleges are, accordingly, looking to restructure their models and diversify their educational
philosophies, programs, and revenue sources in new and innovative ways. In particular, there is
increasing understanding that schools can no longer expect traditional, college-aged, undergraduate
populations to form a major part of their student body or a primary source of revenues, and a consequent
recognition of the growing need to offer education across the lifespan, target adult populations, and work
more closely with industries to develop programming that directly addresses the requirements of an
evolving economy and workforce.

3.1.2. Rutland and Vermont
3.1.2.1. Vermont trends – demographic and economic challenges
Overall, Vermont is facing an intertwined demographic and economic crisis:
•

The state has an aging population, with a shortage of younger people staying in Vermont

•

There is evidence that younger people are leaving due to cost of living (which reflects not only
high costs but also lower incomes)

•

Because of its small population and limited economic activity, the state has a smaller income tax
base and, with a shrinking workforce, can expect even less income to invest in the future

Rutland’s situation is largely consistent with these trends, as well.
A 2019 article in the Washington Post states, “More people die in Vermont than are born there, a
phenomenon with little precedent in the United States. […] Vermont is expected to lose people steadily until at
least 2040, the most distant year the demographers dared predict. Vermont, Illinois and West Virginia are the
only states that won’t hit new populations high over that time, according to the forecasts...” 4
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The impact of this trend—more older residents and fewer younger ones—can be seen in this comparative
“population pyramid” presented in the Washington Post article:

Figure 1: Comparison of Vermont Population Pyramid with national examples
Source: Washington Post
Vermont’s demographic trends affect our state’s available workforce. As Governor Scott put it in January
2018:
“…the phrase I use is ‘6-3-1.’ For those not aware, this incredible demographic challenge has been pointed out
by no fewer than four Governors. The ‘6’ illustrates that from April 2009 to the time I took office, we had, on
average, six fewer workers in our workforce every single day. The ‘3’ illustrates that from the start of 1997 to
the time I took office, we had, on average, three fewer students enrolled in our K-12 schools every single day.
And the ‘1’ illustrates that we saw an average of nearly 1 baby born exposed to addiction every day, in our
most recent reporting year (2015).” 5
Not only is Vermont challenged by a small and shrinking workforce, but businesses struggle to find
workers with the necessary “tech centric” skills to be able to participate in today’s workforce:
“Vermont tech businesses and tech jobs are integral to Vermont’s economy and its growth. Tech businesses
are hiring or plan to hire, and expanding their workforce is critical to their success and the success of
Vermont’s economy. However, employers are challenged to find the skills they need, and the current pool of
candidates in the state is not large enough to meet the need.” 6 (VTTA).
This is not just a challenge in Vermont, it’s a nationwide challenge, but its impact in and on Vermont is
amplified by its aging and declining workforce. At the same time, we have numerous examples of
graduates of Vermont’s colleges and universities, who would like to stay but are forced to leave because
of a perceived lack of local career opportunities.
In a report just issued (September 2019), the Vermont Legislative Joint Fiscal Office notes that the state is
losing lower to moderate-income taxpayers due to perceived high cost of living. Citing the report,
Governor Scott stated in a press conference “It's no surprise the affordability of Vermont is in question, and
that's why we're doing everything we can to make Vermont more affordable and bringing about filling those
openings in the workforce that would help in some of our revenue issues and in the affordability of the state" 7
(Source: WCAX).
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This demographic crisis has a direct impact on Vermont’s tax base and, consequently, the state’s ability to
invest in initiatives, public services, and infrastructure. In reporting on the state’s initiative to attract
remote workers, one 2018 article in The Insider noted “The initiative is intended to combat a major problem
that the state of Vermont is facing. Vermont's population of 625,000 people is aging faster than the rest of
the US population. The rapidly shrinking tax base is leading to an economic crisis in the northeastern state,
and as a result, Vermont is experimenting with innovative ways to attract new residents...” 8

3.1.2.2. Rutland – trends and opportunities
The Rutland area’s experience is broadly like that of the state as a whole.
Rutland has seen a small (0.7%) decrease in overall population from 2010 through 2016 but, consistent with
the state’s profile, these population levels actually reflect a significant decline in working age adults only
partially offset by a significant increase in 65+ years old.

Figure 2: Rutland County Population trends by Age
Source: Vermont Department of Labor
Taken together, these demographic trends suggest downward population pressures on Rutland county.

Further, a Vermont Department of Labor analysis of commuting patterns indicates that more residents
living in Rutland County commute to a job outside of Rutland than those state residents who commute to
Rutland-based jobs.
This data suggests that Rutland-based employment opportunities are less plentiful and/or less attractive
than those of surrounding counties.
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Figure 3: Rutland County Commuting Patterns
Source: Vermont Department of Labor
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An analysis of “Rutland area” jobs (those within the coverage range of Stafford Technical Center), shows
the distribution of jobs by sectors:

Figure 4: Rutland area distribution of jobs by sector
Source: Vermont Department of Labor
This distribution of labor analysis provides useful insights. Rutland has job concentrations in sectors
represented by graph bars to the right of 1.0 – the state baseline. These include mining and utilities, for
example, likely represented by companies including Omya, Green Mountain Power, and VELCO.
Strikingly, however, the area has somewhat fewer available jobs in technically oriented sectors, including
“Information (processing)” and “Professional and Tech services.”
15

Though many explanations can be posited for this distribution of jobs in Rutland, economists at the
Vermont Department of Labor suggest that those categories that lag the state average, such as
information process and professional and tech services can be considered “opportunity” sectors that are
ripe for growth.
A further analysis of demographic trends and opportunities provided by the CSJ Center for Excellence &
Innovation appear in section 4.1.2 of this feasibility study report.
While recognizing the demographic challenges Rutland faces, which largely mirror those of Vermont, it is
important to note that Rutland stands out in terms of initiative and progress. The July 2019 cover story
in Seven Days, “A Rutland Landlord Partners With Artists to Spur Creative Economy” 9, celebrates the
77Art Residency program and Rutland’s improving creative economy more generally. Similarly, Rutland’s
makerspace, The MINT, has exceeded growth expectations and boosted emergent maker, creative, and
entrepreneurial communities of Rutland.
The vibrancy of a broadly defined creative economy is one of the key components to the concept of “New
Ruralism,” more fully described in section 3.2.1.2 of this feasibility study report. Rutland can build upon
the good strides it has already made to attract residents, startups, and investment.

3.2. National Context
3.2.1. Macro trends – the 21st century economy
Vermont faces the same macro trends as other communities across the US, and each community in the US
faces its own local challenges—often much harsher than what Vermont experiences. These challenges
include:
•

A shift in the nature of economic activity, a “Fourth Industrial Revolution,” where technology is
eliminating many jobs, creating new ones, and requiring vastly new worker skills and business
approaches;

•

Rural America’s lack of access to investment capital;

•

Need for economic activities that retain and attract residents.

In turn, these challenges are being met nationally through several innovative approaches:
•

A focus on investing across America outside of the traditional coastal innovation centers – the
“Rise of the Rest” (See 3.2.1.2 below.);

•

A holistic approach to reinvigorating rural American communities – a “New Ruralism;”

•

The creation of places and spaces to support entrepreneurship and workforce development –
“Innovation Hubs.”
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3.2.1.1. Macro trend challenges
A SHIFT IN THE NATURE OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY – THE “FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION”
Globally, we are well into the “Fourth Industrial Revolution”, an era “characterized by a fusion of
technologies that is blurring the lines between the physical, digital, and biological spheres…marked by
emerging technology breakthroughs in a number of fields, including robotics, artificial intelligence,
nanotechnology, quantum computing, biotechnology, the Internet of Things, the Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT), fifth-generation wireless technologies (5G), additive manufacturing/3D printing and fully autonomous
vehicles…. [this] fourth wave of the industrial revolution is expected to see the heavy implementation of
several emerging technologies with a high potential of disruptive effects” 10 (Wikipedia).
As Klaus Schwab, Founder of the World Economic Forum put it in 2016:
“We stand on the brink of a technological revolution that will fundamentally alter the way
we live, work, and relate to one another. In its scale, scope, and complexity, the
transformation will be unlike anything humankind has experienced before. We do not yet
know just how it will unfold, but one thing is clear: the response to it must be integrated
and comprehensive, involving all stakeholders of the global polity, from the public and
private sectors to academia and civil society.
[…]
The possibilities of billions of people connected by mobile devices, with unprecedented
processing power, storage capacity, and access to knowledge, are unlimited. And these
possibilities will be multiplied by emerging technology breakthroughs in fields such as
artificial intelligence, robotics, the Internet of Things, autonomous vehicles, 3-D printing,
nanotechnology, biotechnology, materials science, energy storage, and quantum
computing.
[…]
Like the revolutions that preceded it, the Fourth Industrial Revolution has the potential to
raise global income levels and improve the quality of life for populations around the world.
[…]
At the same time, as the economists Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee have pointed
out, the revolution could yield greater inequality, particularly in its potential to disrupt
labor markets. As automation substitutes for labor across the entire economy, the net
displacement of workers by machines might exacerbate the gap between returns to
capital and returns to labor. On the other hand, it is also possible that the displacement of
workers by technology will, in aggregate, result in a net increase in safe and rewarding
jobs.
We cannot foresee at this point which scenario is likely to emerge, and history suggests
that the outcome is likely to be some combination of the two. However, I am convinced of
one thing—that in the future, talent, more than capital, will represent the critical factor of
production. This will give rise to a job market increasingly segregated into “low-skill/lowpay” and “high-skill/high-pay” segments, which in turn will lead to an increase in social
tensions.” 11
Source: World Economic Forum
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Figure 5: The Fourth Industrial Revolution
Source: World Economic Forum
Perhaps the most relevant aspect of this great economic transition is the impact it is having on jobs and
skills. Automation and technology are disrupting the economy in such a way that many traditional
occupations are being essentially eliminated while, at the same time, there is a rapidly growing need for
workers with skills unheard of until recently. Further, the pace of this transition is accelerating and
outpacing the ability of workers to keep up.
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McKinsey & Company has explored this transition:

Figure 6: Workforce Transitions
Source: McKinsey & Company
CHALLENGES FACING RURAL COMMUNITIES
Vermont can largely be considered a rural state, and the city of Rutland is like many rural communities
across America.
It is often said that rural America is “in crisis.” However, the real breadth of challenges facing rural
communities becomes apparent when one searches the internet for “rural America in crisis”; DuckDuckGo
results include articles on rural America’s “opioid crisis”, “health care crisis”, “farm crisis”, “drinking water
crisis”, “affordable housing crisis”, “mental health crisis”, and the widening economic gap between rural
and urban communities.
Indeed, Cornell’s Roper Center report on rural community survey results show jobs/unemployment at the
top the list of rural residents’ concerns, with drug abuse and “economy” challenges also on respondents’
minds.

Figure 7: Survey of biggest problems facing rural communities
Source: Roper Center
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It is easy to argue that lack of economic opportunities for residents of rural communities is a key, if not
core, issue. Unemployment, underemployment, and low wages affect one’s ability to afford housing,
transportation, and health care. Further, there are established links between unemployment and the
opioid crisis. As reported in a 2017 article in The Atlantic, “A new study suggests unemployment might be
one of the factors behind that dramatic rise [in opioid abuse]. The paper, published by [National Bureau of
Economic Research] last week, finds that as the unemployment rate increases by one percentage point in a
given county, the opioid-death-rate rises by 3.6 percent, and emergency-room visits rise by 7 percent.”. 12
Part of the economic challenge for rural America is the decline in manufacturing jobs. As the USDA
reported in a 2017 article, “Between 2001 and 2015, a period that included the 2001 and 2007-09 recessions,
manufacturing employment fell by close to 30 percent, however. Because of manufacturing’s prevalence in
rural America, this decline hit rural areas disproportionately hard. […] Rural manufacturing is no longer the
driver of job growth that it once was: 71 percent of U.S. counties experienced a decline in manufacturing
employment between 2001 and 2015. Counties with the largest relative declines were concentrated in the
Eastern United States, the traditional hub of U.S. manufacturing.” 13
However, some rural communities are attracting or creating new manufacturing and service jobs. As
author and professor Joel Kotkin points out in a 2018 Forbes article:
•

“America’s smaller communities are far more diverse --- and have far greater potential -- than is
commonly believed. The resurgence of manufacturing and energy development has helped many
smaller towns.”

•

“Local economic specialization and competitive advantage matter. Easier access to global markets
and worker flexibility enabled by technology make local strategy execution more important, not less.”

•

“However, success will not be evenly distributed. Only those small cities able to assemble the right mix
of talent, market focus, and civic cooperation will succeed.”

•

“Recent demographic data show a movement away from expensive coastal cities, including
millennials, who tend to look for affordable single-family homes.”

•

“Ideally the information age should allow smaller cities to compete for jobs in the largest sector of
high-wage employment: business and professional services.”

•

“It is widely assumed that high-tech employment, for the most part, will cluster either in big cities or
their suburbs. But some venture funders, including some from Silicon Valley, are taking a look at
smaller cities, notably in the Midwest. Several smaller cities have achieved growth in STEM jobs
(science, technology, engineering and math-related) that are far above the national average over the
past decade.”

•

“High-end service jobs have been leaving San Francisco and New York for less crowded and expensive
cities like Salt Lake and Dallas. This same formula could lead more firms, and skilled individuals, to
smaller places, such as Ft. Wayne or Carmel, Indiana which have been refurbishing their central
districts in part to attract or retain younger workers.” 14

These factors taken together make it clear that the economic landscape of rural America is rapidly
changing. The forces in play that are challenging rural American jobs and local economies—automation,
technology, the need for new skills, appeal to investors—are also the forces that can underpin a rural
renaissance.
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However, communities must be proactive and strategic in responding to these challenges. Improving
skills, fostering entrepreneurship, and working collectively are keys to thriving in the 21st century economy.

3.2.1.2. Innovative responses to macro-level challenges
INVESTING IN RURAL AMERICA – THE “RISE OF THE REST”
Perhaps the most interesting response to the challenges faced by rural America is the launch of the “Rise
of the Rest” (ROTR) investment seed fund.
Founded by Steve Case (founder of AOL), led by author and investor J.D. Vance (Hillbilly Elegy), and three
dozen high profile investors including Jeff Bezos (Amazon), Meg Whitman (HP Enterprise), and David
Rubinstein (the Carlyle Group), Rise of the Rest is focused on highlighting investment opportunities across
the “rest” of America. They note that at the time of their founding in 2014, approximately 75% of venture
investments took place in just three locations: the San Francisco, New York, and Boston areas. As the
fund’s public materials state:
“We recognize that some of the most compelling investment opportunities in the next
decade will likely emerge from startups in cities all across the United States. […] Our view
is that this is the beginning of a new era for entrepreneurship across the U.S. — highgrowth companies can now start and scale anywhere, not just in a few coastal cities.”15
Source: Rise of the Rest

As ROTR partner and legendary investor John Doerr is quoted in Business Insider,
"These entrepreneurs are tackling hard problems in diverse industries, like healthcare,
agriculture, logistics, and manufacturing, […] here are cities between the two coasts that
have unique perspectives and advantages not found in Silicon Valley or New York or
Boston.” 16
Source: Business Insider

The Rise of the Rest initiative shows that entrepreneurship is a key opportunity for rural America, driving
innovation, creating jobs, and unlocking much needed investment.

A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO REINVIGORATING RURAL AMERICAN COMMUNITIES – A “NEW RURALISM”
As stated in a 2017 Huffington Post article, “New Urbanism is a well-known movement that aims to create
more walkable communities. Less known is New Ruralism, which is focused on the preservation and
enhancement of rural communities beyond the edge of metropolitan regions.”
“New Ruralism” is a holistic approach to the challenge of rural places and smaller communities that
leverages technology and innovation, sustainability and sustainable agriculture, and impactful social
consciousness to strengthen these rural communities:
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Figure 8: the New Ruralism Project
Source: Northern New England American Planning Association Chapter
Vermont is considered a leader of this New Ruralism concept. As Paul Costello, Executive Director of
Vermont Council on Rural Development puts it,
“Sometimes Vermont is seen as a quaint bucolic rural backwater. We value our rural
charm, but we also know that Vermont has a long history as a dynamic contributor to and
leader of rural innovation. Today we can be a model for a new ruralism, with a renewed
economy and energized citizen engagement.” 17
Source: Vermont Council on Rural Development
Indeed, New Ruralism is a concept that seems in tune with a nascent but emerging trend: an increasing
interest by some, often young, individuals to move or return to rural locations.
In a September 2019 Opinion piece in the New York Times entitled “Something Special Is Happening in
Rural America”, author and podcaster Sarah Smarsh notes,
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“The nation’s most populous cities, the bicoastal pillars of aspiration — New York City and
Los Angeles — are experiencing population declines, most likely driven by unaffordability.
Other metros are experiencing growth, to be sure, especially in the South and West. But
there is an exodus afoot that suggests a national homecoming, across generations, to less
bustling spaces. Last year, Gallup found that while roughly 80 percent of us live in urban
areas, rural life was the most wished for.” 18
Source: New York Times

Referring to published research, Smarsh notes that this migration is often referred to as a “brain gain”:
“The University of Minnesota Extension researcher Ben Winchester has cited a “brain gain” in rural America.
Mr. Winchester found that from 2000 to 2010, most rural Minnesota counties gained early-career to
midcareer residents with ample socioeconomic assets. A third of them are returning, while the rest are new
recruits.”
The September 2018 Economist cover story “Peak Valley” noted this trend as particularly relevant for
Silicon Valley entrepreneurs.

The article recounts Silicon Valley workers citing “gripes about the high cost of living, bad traffic, and a
‘toxic’ culture obsessed with money.” The trend to leave the Bay area is prevalent enough to earn the
label “off (Silicon) Valleying.” While many tech entrepreneurs are considering other relatively large cities
as alternatives to San Francisco, the trend to start companies in more appealing locations—those with
lower costs of living (as compared to San Francisco), no traffic, and an enriching culture—certainly
resonates with the advantages provided by rural communities such as Rutland and Vermont. 19
With a focus on “entrepreneurship,” “innovation,” “new investments,” and “community resilience,” New
Ruralism clearly supports the notion of and need for “innovation centers” serving rural communities.

PLACES AND SPACES TO SUPPORT ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT – “INNOVATION HUBS”
Many such communities are responding in a comparable way: they are promoting (“tech”)
entrepreneurship and accelerating jobs and skills training. Further, they are manifesting these efforts by
establishing acceleration programs, innovation centers (or “spaces”), and, in many cases, “innovation
ecosystems.”
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As the Brookings Institute put it:
“From cities to small towns to suburban corridors, innovation spaces are transforming the
landscape. Over the past 10 years, these spaces—such as research institutes, incubators,
accelerators, innovation centers, co-working spaces, start-up spaces and more—have
grown at a considerable pace across the United States and globally. Yet what easily gets
missed is that these innovation spaces are physical manifestations of broader economic,
cultural, and demographic forces, elevating what matters in today’s economy.” 20
Source: Brookings Institute

Even more significant than the creation of spaces or programs is how multiple initiatives come together in
a collaborative and synergistic way for a community. The Kauffman Foundation refers to these
collaborative and synergistic communities as “entrepreneurial ecosystems”:

Figure 9: Entrepreneurial Ecosystems (Kauffman Foundation)
Source: Kauffman Foundation
Such an “ecosystem” is not a “zero sum,” “winner take all” environment. Rather, it is an approach where
many different players innovate, providing a range of different services and activities that, collectively,
create a rich environment for success.

3.2.2. Best practice examples of innovation hubs and ecosystems
nationwide
3.2.2.1. theCO
Founded in 2014, theCO is located in Jackson, Tennessee, a rural community with manufacturing at its
heart. theCO was founded based on the ideals of community, resource sharing and amplification. They
focus on bringing together tech sectors, artists, entrepreneurs, and resource providers to increase cross-
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pollination, inspiration, and collaboration. The founders focused on creating a flexible space to allow
companies to grow, explore and innovate without the risk of high overhead.

Jackson, TN

Figure 10: Tennessee population distribution
Source: Wikipedia
The rural setting of theCO provides a unique set of challenges for the space. “There’s a common mindset
that: ‘I’m in West Tennessee, sometimes I don’t even have access to the internet, how could I create a
successful startup here?’” 21 says Lisa Garner, Executive Director of theCO. theCO has a goal to overcome
that mindset and inspire citizens to take the first step. Through programs like their Mobile Innovation Lab,
Dev Catalyst, and a business bootcamp program, theCO brings entrepreneurship and skills training, in an
accessible way, to the entire community. Programs at theCO support a three-pronged approach: to
support the existing entrepreneurs, create new entrepreneurs, and train the talent necessary to staff
growing businesses.

Figure 11: Services and rates at theCO, Jackson TN
Source: theCO
Members of theCO enjoy access to a network of other professionals, events, workshops, as well as to the
co.starters entrepreneurial educational program and community. Members of the community can tap
each other for marketing, video production, accounting, or an entrepreneurial shoulder to cry on. “theCO
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has helped me with just the networking here,” remarks member Andrew Gist. “Here you’ve got everything
you need… You have a little bit of everyone here who can help you. You get feedback and it’s inexpensive.” 22
theCO is a good example of a successful innovation hub deployed in a rural setting. Although Jackson is
slightly larger than Rutland, there are significant similarities. Jackson is a small city in the middle of rural
county with rail, highway, and flights to larger regional cities. theCO has been successful in scaling the
innovation trends happening across the country and rightsizing them for the local community. An
example of such scaling is their Mobile Innovation Lab; theCO retrofitted a school bus to stir interest in
STEM and entrepreneurship and show it is possible to grow businesses in those fields right at home in
Tennessee.

3.2.2.2. Epicenter
Epicenter launched in 2015 with the specific goal of creating 1000 entrepreneurs and 500 start-ups in seven
years in Memphis, TN to increase economic autonomy (the ability to build wealth and spend money)
across the city. The organization operates under three principals: create a community and culture of
entrepreneurship, grow a just and inclusive economy that benefits all Memphians, and measure and
celebrate the impact across their network. These principals are supported by strategies that enact the
work they want to see; ensure intentional inclusion strategies are integrated into all programs; attract
innovation and entrepreneurs to Memphis based on regional strengths; develop easy access to early-stage
capital and attract out-of-state capital; pilot, scale and invest in programs that fill gaps in the
entrepreneurial ecosystems; and serve as a central contact to connect entrepreneurs to networks, capital,
and mentorship.
“Entrepreneurs need resources, and they should not be expected to go it alone. Many of
our entrepreneurs in Memphis can’t tap into familial wealth to buy equipment or make
necessary investments to keep their business going. Some don’t have the necessary
networks to make connections and hit critical milestones…The expectation of
entrepreneurs to go it alone can not only cost their business, but so often their health,
well-being, and state of mind. Entrepreneurs need money, connections, and support." 23
Leslie Lynn Smith, President & CEO, Epicenter
Towards this end, Epicenter has raised funds to increase seed and early-stage capital to Memphis area
entrepreneurs. This fund focuses on leveraging local strengths and networks to bring capital from outside
of Memphis to benefit their entrepreneurs. In line with their mission of equitable access, the fund is
aimed at investing in entrepreneurs without access to the capital, connectivity, and networks necessary to
grow their businesses. By leveraging the strengths of the area to create strategic partnerships with
outside investors, resources and markets, Epicenter aims to amplify the existing work of local
entrepreneurs and inspire new entrepreneurs to sprout.
Epicenter is a good example of how to deploy capital, networks, and connectivity to increase opportunity
throughout a community. They consciously reach out to a spectrum of communities within Memphis to
ensure that they can have the widest impact across the city. By creating economic autonomy, they are
participating in economic development to spur the growth and longevity of their community as a whole.
Recognizing that local resources are limited, they are amplifying their local money and networks to bring
in more capital, networks, and markets from outside of Tennessee, thereby increasing their reach,
effectiveness, and local impact.
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3.2.2.3. Commonspace
Commonspace in Syracuse, New York opened its first coworking space in 2014, expanded to include coliving in 2016, and will open an additional 20,000 sf of coworking space and 90 units of co-living by the end
of 2020. Commonspace is following national desires for intentional communities, flexible housing terms
and affordable rents by creating co-living suites. These suites are furnished studios with a kitchenette, 2burner cooktop, sink, mid-sized refrigerator, and a bathroom. For access to lounge areas or a full kitchen,
residents need only go down the hall to the communal spaces that include a library, living rooms, and a TV
room. The tenants also have access to community resources like shared bikes and community events. A
community manager facilitates meaningful connection amongst tenants. Downstairs, there is CoWorks, a
coworking space also owned and operated by Commonspace. CoWorks features hot desks, dedicated
desks, a presentation space, a boardroom, free coffee, and community events.

Figure 12: CommonSpace Innovation Center
Source: Commonspace
While Commonspace’s model does not include residential educational or workforce training programs, it
is easy to apply the concept. By applying the power of place and space to cohort-based educational
models, the benefits only multiply. Students or entrepreneurs have the space to get away and recharge
when they need, while they are encouraged to bond, interact, and learn from each other outside of the
classroom. Often, a primary benefit of a cohort-based model is the opportunity that it affords to learn
from classmates, and adding time together after hours is an effective way to expand this opportunity. In
later sections, this study will discuss potential programming that will use this model.
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4. Analysis and assessment
Our assessment indicates there is much support for the envisioned CSJ Center for Excellence &
Innovation. Stakeholders have said the initiative would be “transformational,” and groups such as the
Rutland Young Professionals have told us that the community is lacking spaces that support working,
networking, and engagement—spaces that create energy.
A detailed assessment of the physical facilities on the campus of the College of St. Joseph, with several
detailed observations and recommendations, indicates that they are suitable for redevelopment as the
proposed CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation.
The most significant challenge identified is the relatively limited population of the Rutland area and
geographic distribution of residents.
However, our analysis of demographics, occupational statistics, and commuting patterns suggest there is
latent demand that could be unlocked through the creation of the right kind of programming and
facilities.
Further, Rutland lags in high-skilled, 21st century (i.e. “tech”) skills, limiting both employee and employer
opportunities. In other words, companies cannot start in or move to Rutland if skilled staff are not
available, and without high skilled jobs, there is less opportunity for professionals to live and work in
Rutland. Therefore, workforce development and skills training can positively impact this situation.

4.1. Geographically relevant economic development needs and
opportunities – Assessment
4.1.1. Stakeholder and community engagement findings
The feasibility study team has conducted extensive stakeholder engagement as part of the process. We
have met with individuals, boards and committees representing key regional organizations and business
representatives. We have also hosted two public events and focus groups. Taken together, these
activities provided an opportunity to engage with over 100 individuals during the feasibility study process.
In summary, the general feedback we have received regarding the need for, concept of, and
implementation approach for a proposed CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation included:
•

The Center, as envisioned, could be “transformational” for Rutland, a word used repeatedly to
describe the initiative;

•

There is a need for a “third space” (i.e. not home or office) that creates energy and supports
networking;

•

There is an opportunity to provide “coding” training that would broaden and deepen the tech
community, and prepare Rutland residents for developer/tech jobs;
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•

The MINT maker space has demonstrated a community interest in space, facilities, and
programming to support personal interests and skills development—the CSJ Center for Excellence
& Innovation would extend Rutland’s capacities in these areas;

•

Support for entrepreneurship is viewed as a compelling idea that builds on fairly early stage efforts
elsewhere (The MINT, etc.);

•

The main hesitation regarding the concept is a concern that there may not be enough individuals
in the area interested in workforce development training, something noted by existing workforce
training providers (Community College of Vermont, etc.); and

•

It would be better if the CSJ campus were closer to downtown Rutland; however, with exciting
programming and attractive facilities, it will work well as a destination.

The focus groups provided an opportunity to discuss community needs and the Innovation Hub concept at
length. Of these, both the Rutland Young Professionals and a gathering of Rutland-area “tech”
professionals represent a key client demographic for the facilities and services envisioned at the CSJ
Center for Excellence & Innovation. Some findings from these groups include:
•

The “pain points” of the Rutland Young Professionals (RYP) are those of young professionals
across rural America, “lack”:
o

Young professionals perceive a lack of “third spaces”

o

Lack of career opportunities

o

Lack of evening activities

o Lack of diverse food options.
The Rutland Young Professionals report that their peers who have left have done so to pursue
specific career opportunities.
•

The RYP’s were unanimous in their excitement about the community of Rutland. They find it
friendly and inviting and they describe that being part of the forward momentum that the
community is experiencing as exciting and compelling. They love the lifestyle and the recreation,
and they find that, although it is sometimes not obvious, there are many activities and events to
attend in Rutland.

•

Overall, young professionals want a space that has energy and is additive to the community and
culture. They are excited to be involved and want to see the innovation center happen here.

•

Technical workers noted primarily that there is a lack of density in the “tech” community in the
Rutland area. This situation creates a vicious circle: there are not enough local tech workers for
companies to hire, which results in fewer tech companies and tech jobs in the area, which in turn
makes it difficult to attract more tech workers.

•

Consequently, if the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation could build up a small mass of
developers to seed the hiring pools for the local employers, it would benefit them and provide a
density for innovation for new companies.
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As part of these focus groups discussions, several specific opportunities and requests were proposed for
the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation and its offerings:
•

A diversity of food: Participants want a variety of food options from a range of countries. They
suggest a cafeteria with different foods or rotating chefs with diverse backgrounds.

•

A third space for the evening: There are few options for places to go after work if you need to finish
work or want to continue the conversation.

•

Shift work: A significant number of people work second and third shift, but most activities and
meetups are tailored to first-shift workers. More morning events, in a dedicated place and space,
would be great to engage a variety of populations.

•

Childcare: The lack of childcare is a huge problem that prevents people from moving to the area
and from finding work.

•

Transferable skills: Participants stressed that they have made Rutland work because they have
focused on their “transferable skills” – their ability to apply work skills flexibly to different and,
perhaps, alternate occupations. If one has a limited career path it is challenging to make things
work but if you focus on transferrable skills, there are options.

•

Code Camps: There is a strong robotics program at Rutland High School, good computer science at
Middlebury High School, and computer information systems and computer science programs
offered at Castleton University. An opportunity exists to offer coding camps which allow those
who have completed such programs to build further on their skills. In addition to career pivots for
beginners, there is an opportunity for pivots for experienced developers switching career paths.

•

Cisco: It was suggested that Cisco has expressed an appetite to provide hardware and
communication systems to non-profits. It would be possible, through a partnership with Cisco, to
make CSJ completely wired and have the capability to have a successful remote presence.

•

Microsoft: Casella Waste is a significant user of Microsoft; staff frequently travels to Boston or has
Microsoft come to Rutland for trainings. There is an opportunity to leverage this partnership into
a mini-hub for Microsoft in Rutland.

4.1.2. Demographic research findings
4.1.2.1. Geographies and “catchment”
An important question when considering programs and activities at the CSJ Center for Excellence &
Innovation is the geographic area that it can potentially serve.
Conceptually, this area may vary given the type of activity under consideration. For example:
•

a person attending a class or commuting to the campus daily must be within a reasonable driving
distance. This has traditionally been thought of as “within a 30-minute drive”, though realistically
a person might choose to drive 45 minutes or more if the center offered compelling facilities and
amenities;
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•

a person who is attending a program or course over a fixed term (several days a week for several
weeks) would likely be willing to drive further to participate, given it is a temporary situation;

•

people attending events would likely travel from across Vermont and the wider region;

•

companies that participate in acceleration programs will travel nationally, as has been successfully
demonstrated with the Accel-VT acceleration program (which has attracted participants from as
far away as California, Florida, and Canada);

•

startups that are seeking opportunity zone investment also would likely be willing to relocate from
some distance—our assumption is that opportunity zone status may attract companies from
across New England, New York, and from further locations.

These assumptions were considered when reviewing available demographic and economic data.
In terms of drive times, the following figures present maps representing areas surrounding the CSJ Center
for Excellence & Innovation reachable by a 30, 45, or 60-minute drive:
(Note: map scales vary to accommodate drive time radius)

Figure 13: Area within a 30-minute drive of the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation
Source: traveltimeplatform.com
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Figure 14: Area within a 45-minute drive of the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation
Source: traveltimeplatform.com

Figure 15: Area within a 60-minute drive of the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation
Source: traveltimeplatform.com
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Reviewing these maps, it is important to note that participants willing to make a 60-minute drive could be
drawn from portions of Addison, Windsor, and Bennington counties.

4.1.2.2. Potential “hot desk” members and office space clients
An important consideration when planning for the potential use, scope, and scale of the CSJ Center for
Excellence & Innovation is the number of individuals who may have need for a hot desk, dedicated desk,
or office space.
One means of assessing this need is to consider the number of people working from home within the area.
According to 2017 US Census data, approximately 1,543 people worked from home in Rutland County:

Figure 16: Individuals reported as "Worked at home" in 2017 Census Data
Source: censusreporter.org
This figure reflects Rutland County individuals identified as “workers” and does not include those
unemployed or not looking for work.
Looking more deeply, 919 of these individuals are in occupational categories of “Management, business,
science, and arts” or “sales and office occupations”:
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Figure 17: Rutland home workers by occupation
Source: censusreporter.org
These occupational categories are likely those that might benefit most from co-work and small office
space. However, employees in the remaining occupational categories may very well require
office/meeting space on an occasional or more regular basis.
While drive times may limit interest in co-work memberships for individuals outside of Rutland County, it is
useful to note that surrounding counties also have similar numbers of individuals working from home:

Figure 18: At home workers by county and occupation
Source: censusreporter.org
Collectively there are over 6,000 individuals working from home in Rutland and adjoining counties, of
whom over 4,000 (68%) are in occupations likely to benefit from co-working and office space.

If only 10% of these individuals choose to work at the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation, the Center
will have the potential for hundreds of members/tenants.

4.1.3. Economic opportunity research findings
4.1.3.1. Opportunities for remote workers
With advances in telepresence technology such as Zoom and virtual team tools such as Slack, an
increasing number of companies welcome staff members who work “remotely.” In fact, more companies
are foregoing the entire concept of a “headquarters” and, instead, build completely distributed teams.
One example is the company Automattic, makers of the website platform WordPress.
This “remote work” trend is hugely relevant to rural communities such as Vermont.
The State of Vermont, as part of their ThinkVermont campaign, puts it this way:
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Remote working lets you keep your big-city job while loving life in the Green Mountains.
Maker and co-working spaces allow you to meet fellow creatives and save on capital costs
while getting your business off the ground.
More than 3 million people work as telecommuters nationally, and it’s a quickly growing
segment of Vermont’s population. Investment bankers, TV producers, hi-tech company
executives, writers, and options traders all work globally from their desks in Vermont.24
Source: Think Vermont

Consistent with this concept, Automattic states, “HOW WE WORK: Choose your own adventure ·
Everyone works from the location they choose.”
The trend in remote work has two potential benefits for Rutland and the state. First, Vermonters building
their careers do not have to move to a large city to find opportunities. There is an increasing range of
high-wage, high-skill opportunities available both nationally and globally. Also, individuals who are looking
to improve work-life balance, enjoy more reasonable costs of living, or otherwise step away from an urban
lifestyle can often bring their work with them during a relocation. This trend has been highlighted in a
number of articles including, for example, the just published September 9, 2019 Wall Street Journal cover
story “Workers are leaving big cities for small ones and taking their jobs with them”25 and the 2018 Wall
Street Journal article “Making your vacation home your full time home” 26.
Indeed, the State of Vermont has received widespread positive media coverage for its “remote work grant
program” which offers financial and other support to “remote workers” who relocate to the state.
In terms of the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation, the key point is that remote workers often need
access to a professional work environment. It can be lonely or difficult to work effectively from home or
from places like coffee shops, where one often lacks access to high quality internet, printing, and a
productive office space. The rise of co-work centers globally has been spurred, in part, by offering an
effective environment for remote workers. Such remote workers, based in Vermont, are a strong
potential source of co-work memberships and dedicated desk rentals.
There are several data points that give a sense of scale to the opportunity.
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First, the “Burlington Remote Work Meetup Group,” which includes individuals from across Vermont,
currently has 236 members:

Figure 19: Burlington Remote Work Meetup
Source: meetup.com
These members are individuals currently working remotely across the state and only represent a fraction
of Vermonters who hold remote positions. These numbers demonstrate the increasing momentum
remote working has in Vermont.
Second, Forbes magazine has provided a list (built on information from FlexJobs) of the top 100
companies for remote workers. It is valuable to include the full list here to give a sense to the breadth of
companies promoting remote employment:
Rank

Company Name

Rank

Company Name

Rank

Company Name

1

Appen

35

Leidos

68

CyraCom

2

Lionbridge

36

Thermo Fisher Scientific

69

CVS Health

3

VIPKID

37

Sutherland

70

BELAY

4

Liveops

38

Amgen

71

Worldwide101

5

Working Solutions

39

Stryker

72

Xerox

6

Amazon

40

ADP

73

InVision

7

TTEC

41

PRA Health Sciences

74

Change Healthcare

8

Kelly Services

42

Humana

75

Sanofi

9

Concentrix

43

Red Hat

76

State of Washington

10

UnitedHealth Group

44

Pearson

77

DataStax

11

Williams-Sonoma

45

Alight Solutions

78

The Hartford

12

LanguageLine Solutions

46

Wells Fargo

79

Western Governors University - WGU
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13

Intuit

47

VMware

80

Shire

14

TranscribeMe

48

Motion Recruitment Partners

81

Cozymeal

15

SYKES

49

Gartner

82

First Data

16

Transcom

50

U.S. Department of Commerce

83

ServiceNow

17

Dell

51

Fiserv

84

Haynes & Company

18

BroadPath Healthcare
Solutions

52

EXL

85

JLL - Jones Lang LaSalle

19

Cactus Communications

53

Abbott

86

ConsenSys

20

Aetna

54

VocoVision

87

American Express

21

Robert Half
International

55

Cisco

88

GitHub

22

Appirio, A Wipro
Company

56

Philips

89

Lenovo

23

BCD Travel

57

Salesforce

90

Aquent

24

Hilton

58

Carlson Wagonlit Travel

91

Apex Systems

25

AFIRM

59

Direct Interactions

92

HD Supply

26

Magellan Health

60

JPMorgan Chase

93

General Dynamics

27

Commonwealth of
Virginia

61

PAREXEL

94

Auth0

28

EF - Education First

62

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt - HMH

95

NTT Group

29

Anthem, Inc.

63

Grand Canyon University - GCU

96

Toptal

30

Kaplan

64

Covance

97

Hibu

31

SAP

65

CLASS100

98

Ultimate Software

32

Enterprise Holdings

66

A Place for Mom

99

Johnson & Johnson

33

K12

67

Sodexo

100

Rackspace

34

Syneos Health

Table 1: Top 100 companies for remote workers
Source: Forbes
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To provide a sense of the scale of opportunity, it is useful to explore the positions being advertised on the
leading remote work job site, “FlexJobs.” A search conducted on September 9 for “100% remote, full
time employee” positions provides the following current advertisements:

4,505 advertisements broken down as follows:

It is interesting to note that these positions include both staff and executive roles. Further, while the
positions are largely skewed towards technical and IT roles, positions are available in job categories
including “medical & health,” “marketing,” and “education & training.”
These results do, however, suggest that the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation and other Rutland
educational facilities (Stafford Technical Center, etc.) should prioritize training and development offerings
supporting software development and IT careers.

4.1.3.2. Opportunities to attract startup/business tenants
Measuring the rate of entrepreneurship in Vermont is challenging due to both a lack of comprehensive
indicators and conflicting findings amongst these available indicators. The general, subjective consensus
of Vermont-based entrepreneurship experts is that the state has a significant level of small-scale business
creation but struggles to grow companies from small-scale to growth-stage and beyond.
Our general interpretation of the available evidence suggests that entrepreneurship is currently limited in
the Rutland area but presents an opportunity for area economic development. In particular, Rutland’s
location within designated Opportunity Zones (see section 6.1) can provide compelling reasons to start
new businesses in, or relocate businesses to, the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN VERMONT…
The most widely recognized survey of entrepreneurship by state is the annual Kauffman (Foundation)
Indicators of Entrepreneurship. This report, published in February 2019 and reflecting data through 2017,
presents several insights regarding Vermont entrepreneurship:
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Figure 20: Entrepreneurship by state
Source: Kauffman Foundation
This figure presents the finding that 380 out of 100,000 Vermont residents “became entrepreneurs in a
given month”. Importantly, it shows that Vermont, on a per capita basis, ranks well in terms of
entrepreneurship when compared nationally.

Further, Vermont ranks well in terms of additional entrepreneurial metrics:

Figure 21: Extract from Kauffman State indicators of entrepreneurship
Source: Kauffman Foundation
This table extract from the Kauffman report indicates that, in Vermont:
•

76.55% of new entrepreneurs choose this path to seize new opportunities, not out of necessity

•

There are 3.81 jobs created by startups per 1,000 people

•

78.82% of new startups survive at least 1 year after founding
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Kauffman weaves these respective metrics into a combined index value for every state, suggesting the
overall “level of entrepreneurial activity” for each. The following map shows that Vermont, with an index
value of 0.17, holds its own nationally:

Figure 22: Kauffman early-stage entrepreneurship index (2017)
Source: Kauffman Foundation
EARLY STAGE STARTUPS ACROSS VERMONT
Moving from overall statistics, it is more challenging to track individual (early stage) startups in the
Vermont environment. There are several programs that seek out and support early stage Vermont
startups. Participants in a few of these, most notably LaunchVT and Road Pitch, have been collected in
the following table. This is just a partial list of recent Vermont startups, since many early-stage programs
have not yet moved forward as active businesses. However, this partial list does give an indication of
some of the companies, sectors, and locations where startup activity is occurring:
Business Name

Industry

Business Name

Industry

8BitFit

Apps, Fitness, Gamification, Health,
Sports

Notabli

App for Family Sharing

Agewize

Caregivers

Nu Chocolat

Chocolate

Airshark

Drones

NuHarbor Security

security

Alice & the magician

Cocktails

Nutty Life

ApprentiScope

Apprenticeship tracking software

Ogee

Aqua ViTea

Kombucha

OhMD

Atmosphoria

Air fresheners

OVR

Olfactory Virtual Reality tech

Backyard Biomes

Boutique landscaping

Paca Performance Gear

Alpaca Fiber Outdoor Wear

Beecon

Bee Hive Monitoring System

Packetized Energy

Energy

Organic Beauty products
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Beenanza Design

PairedIQ

App for English Learners

Benchmark Space Systems

Propulsion Solutions

Peaceful Harvest Mushrooms

Local Gourmet Mushrooms

Beta Technologies

Electric Aviation

Perky Planet Coffee

Social Revolution Coffee Shop

Big Picture Beef

Grass-fed Beef

Pictal Health

Visual representation of health

BikerLoops

Motorcycle GPS App

Pool Shark H2O

Biochar Waste Management

Potlicker Kitchen

BO2X

Box Wine Aerator

Power Scavengers

Wearable technology charging device

Bodega

Small Grocery Store Delivery System

Punchpass

Value golf

Bordertown Farm

Southern Vermont Organic Hemp

QOR 360

Revolutionary Active Chairs

BrandGen.io

Powering Up B2B marketing

Rasputitsa

Event/Event Marketing

Burlington code academy

School

Renoun

Skiing

C Major Improvement

Online Music Learning Community

RetroMotion Creative

Advertising, Marketing

Caledonia Spirits

Distillery

Rhume

Book library study rooms

Calypso Consulting

Unique Steel Drum Workshops

River Rat Custom Outdoors

Handcrafted hunting calls

Campersapp

App

Sap! Maple Water

Drinks

Campus Pro App

Student to Student Contracting

Share to Wear

Clothing retail

Ceres Greens

SheFly apparel

Women's Outdoor Pants

Chimney Scrubber

Slurry Jet

High speed Jet Cutting Machine

Coda

Streamlining hospital discharge process

Social Sentinel

Cora Ball

Clean Oceans

Solar Water Boiler

Cubby Space

Childcare Enrollment Website

Still Thyme Botanicals

Debutant Web Design

Web Design

Stonecutter Spirits

DiscKeeper

Disc Golf Scorekeeping

Strollrunner

Assisted baby running

DRINKsimple

E-Commerce, Retail, Shopping

Subject Swim

Swimwear

Electron Beam Curing

Energy Efficient Curing

Sugar Bob's finest kind

Food

Elmore Mountain
Therapeuticals

CBD Oil

Sweet Babu

Food

EZ-Probate

Online Probate Court

Sweet Times Cupcakes

Specialty Community Bakery

Fat Grass

Sustainable transportation - bike
frames

Tavernier Chocolates

Food

Beverage
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Florauna Lodge Grooming

Mobile Dog Grooming

The Floating Letter Company

Floating Pool Letters and Logos

Glavel

Recycled glass

The Osto-Valve

Collection bag alternative

goodMix Foods

Healthful Superfood Mixes

The Sprang Chair

Active Sitting Chair

Theatre Engine

Theater

Green State Biochar
Green Writers Press

Environmentally Conscious Publishing

Thermouse

Greenscale Technologies

Satellite launchers

ThinkMD

Healthcare

Home Outside

Online Landscaping tool & app

Thirst Coconut Water

Beverage

hotlabs

fitness?

Tomo

Minimizes phone usage during dinner

i-ask

Education, Market Research, Mobile

TreTap

Beverage

Trivia Nights Live

Interactive Trivia Game

Image Relay
Impruvmed

Opioid risk assessment tool

Varises

Surgery

Independent She

Business Consulting & Design Firm

Venetian Beverage

Food

IRISVR

VR

Venutopia

Connecting Venue Owners and Clients

Kaden Apparel

Activewear for Women Cyclists

Vermont Chalky Paint

Chalk Paint

Kirsh Helmets

American-Made Motorcycle Helmets

Vermont Evaporator Company Backyard Maple Sugaring

LaunchPad

personalized learning

Vermont Homestead Gourmet Fresh made cheeses and spreads

Lazarus Defense

Active shooter response equipment

Vocinate

Local Captures

Tourist Photography, Locally

VT Maple Connection

Maple

Localvore

Discover Food

Whacking Fatties

Fishing reports and forecasting

Mag Bindings

magnetic snowboard bindings

Wheel Pad

Small housing

Majic Hook

Fishing hooks

Wild Hart Distillery

Majorwise

Simplifying job search

Wintersmiths

Ice maker

Nanarella's fruit pate

Food

Wonder Window

Acrylic Energy Efficient Windows

Navali

bags and wallets

Working Fields

Employment Agency

Northview Weather

Weather tech

X_University

University for the Modern World

Table 2: Sample early stage Vermont startups
Source: Vermont Innovation Commons
As an illustration of Vermont startups, this list shows that startup activity involves a variety of businesses
solving a wide range of sector challenges. While Chittenden County is home to many startups, activity is
also seen statewide.
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Crunchbase, a commercial database that tracks companies and investment levels globally, also provides
useful insights into Vermont (and wider) business activity. This database tracks companies that have
received at least some level of investment and, therefore, tends to track more established startups and
businesses. Also, as the data is largely self-reported by companies or investors, it is not always current or
complete. However, it is useful for illustrative and comparative purposes.
Crunchbase contains records on over 370+ companies in Vermont. Of these, 96 are listed as having a
founding date of 1/1/2010 or later (with the remaining Crunchbase Vermont companies founded earlier).
Only 16 of these companies were founded since 1/1/2016 and have received investment. While this is not
an exhaustive list, as all companies are not included in Crunchbase, it suggests that Vermont companies
struggle to grow and secure investment. By comparison, Crunchbase lists 996 Massachusetts companies
(including Boston startups) founded since 1/1/2016 that have received investment!

THE NEED FOR CAPITAL
A significant challenge identified for Vermont companies is lack of access to capital. Annually, the CNBC
business news network releases the “States Ranking for Business”. In 2019, Vermont ranked 40th out of
50 states on the following “report card”:

Figure 23: CNBC business report card on Vermont
Source: CNBC
Several challenge areas are cited, but two categories received a grade of “F”: Access to Capital, and
(access to) Workforce.
The vision for the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation is a response to these challenges. In particular,
its location in an Opportunity Zone will allow companies that launch in or relocate to the CSJ Center for
Excellence & Innovation access to additional investment dollars.
It is likely that the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation will be able to attract startups that are seeking
investment and incentivize them to relocate. While such companies may come from anywhere, a useful
starting point is to consider relevant companies in the New England area.
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704 NEW ENGLAND COMPANIES COULD BE INTERESTED IN OPPORTUNITY ZONE FUNDING
Turning again to Crunchbase, we assessed New England companies that might consider relocation for
investment opportunities. We discovered that 704 companies founded since 1/1/2012 (and, therefore,
relatively new) have secured $1,000,000 or less in investment.
While data on these companies is based on self-reporting, and certainly many may never consider
relocating, it stands that if only a small percentage chose to relocate to Vermont to benefit from
acceleration programs, a high-quality stimulating work environment, an affordable and attractive
community, and Opportunity Zone funding, it would represent a real demand for tenancy at the CSJ
Center for Excellence & Innovation.

4.2. Facilities and Assets of the CSJ campus – Assessment
4.2.1. Strategic, operational, legal, financial, tax, and regulatory
factors governing the current CSJ organization and campus
facilities
4.2.1.1. General
The College of St. Joseph Campus is located on Clement Road in southwest Rutland. The campus is
comprised of approximately 118 acres +/- and is bounded by Clement Road and Dorr Drive to the north and
Campbell Road and the Stone Ridge Estates development to the south. The campus is actually comprised
of two parcels, the Main campus, and the West campus. The Main campus is approximately 90 acres with
six buildings totaling approximately 120,000 sf, while the West campus is approximately 28 acres with five
buildings totaling approximately 17,500 sf. Both are owned by the College of St. Joseph, a duly organized
Vermont nonprofit corporation in continuous operation and in good standing since 1964. The College is an
Internal Revenue Service 501 (c) 3 charitable educational organization and is recognized as such by the
State of Vermont Department of Taxes. The Campus is also exempt from property taxation pursuant to
Vermont statute.

4.2.1.2. Financial
The Campus is subject to two promissory notes and mortgages to Heritage Family Credit Union. The note
has been in forbearance since the College ceased accredited programming in May 2019. No notice of
default has been delivered to the grantor, College of St. Joseph.

4.2.1.3. Tax Matters
The campus is exempt from municipal and state property taxes pursuant to 32 VSA 3802. Some or all of
the campus may be declared taxable by the City of Rutland Assessor at some point during the annual
grand list assessment process. The present assessment for the campus and buildings is $11,147,200.
The most recent third-party appraisals for financing approvals in May 2018 are $3,200,000 market
value/$2,225,000 liquidation value for the Main Campus, and $1,325,000 market value/$930,000 liquidation
value for the West Campus-Clementwood Estate.
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The property tax for the parcels at the present assessment and with the City of Rutland combined
municipal and state education 2019-20 Non-residential rate of 3.3796 would be $376,730.77.

4.2.1.4. Permitting and Zoning
The City of Rutland enacted zoning regulations in 1948 and a subdivision ordinance prior to 1972. The
Campus has some pre-existing use and is presently located in the City of Rutland’s Single-Family
Residential zoning district.

Permitted uses in the SFR Zoning District are single family dwellings with attached accessory dwelling, day
care (home), municipal uses and residential care homes. Conditional uses are school, and school uses;
church and church uses; country club, golf course (excluding mini golf); cemetery; utility facilities (without
service area or garage); bed and breakfast; day care (small). The maximum building height is 40’.
The Campus is in compliance with Rutland Zoning Ordinance and Regulations as of the date of this study.
There are no known violations of record.
It is certain that any meaningful reconfiguration of the exterior or interior of the structures will require
building and zoning permits, and possibly conditional use approval from the Development Review Board.
This process could take weeks or months, depending on the scale of the work and review, and meeting
schedules of the municipal board.

4.2.1.5. Water Supply and Wastewater Disposal
The Main Campus is served by the City of Rutland municipal water and sewer systems, while the West
Campus is served by municipal water with on-site wastewater systems. As a threshold matter, there is
more than sufficient capacity for any present or future considerations of use of the campus.
The Main Campus is subject to State of Vermont Agency of Natural Resources Department of
Environmental Conservation Division of Wastewater Management Wastewater System and Potable Water
Supply Permit # WW– 1-0506 dated March 4, 2016, which provided for a provisional additional 23,840 gpd
of water supply and 21,190 gpd of sewer capacity for the campus expansion.

The West Campus property is subject to State of Vermont Agency of Natural Resources Department of
Environmental Conservation Division of Wastewater Management Wastewater System and Potable Water
Supply Permit # WW– 1 – 1647 dated October 8, 2007 and recorded in Book 553 at page 46 City of Rutland
Land Records (disconnecting the buildings from a shallow spring and connecting to the City of Rutland
municipal systems).
A portion of the property being approximately 0.11 acres is subject to State of Vermont Deferral Permit
No. DP-1– 1683 dated August 14, 1992 and recorded in Book 316 at Page 320 of the City of Rutland Land
Records.

4.2.1.6. Act 250
The Main Campus is subject to Act 250 Permit #1R0772-1. The original 1R0772 permit was granted for the
campus expansion including the Athletic Complex and Student Center-Tuttle Hall in 1994. In 2014-2016, the
College embarked on a phased project plan for a campus expansion to include a new 120 bed dormitory
and a 288 seat 10,750 sf dining hall, with associated walkways, drives, utilities, and access road
realignment.
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The initial Phase I included improvements to the access drive in conjunction with the realignment and
reconstruction of VTrans Ripley Road Bridge Replacement Project post-Tropical Storm Irene. Phase I
permits expire October 1, 2019. Phase II included the proposed new dormitory and dining hall, and
associated infrastructure. Phase II permits expire June 29, 2023, unless declared abandoned or otherwise
amended by the applicant.
It is likely that any meaningful adaptive reuse of the campus for any purpose will require a Minor Permit
amendment, and possibly a Major Permit amendment, depending on scale and scope of deviation from
the existing Phase II permit conditions. This process could take weeks or months.

4.2.1.7. Stormwater
The parcel is subject to the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation Stormwater Discharge
General Permit 3026-9010.R, and 3026-9015 provisional permit related to the Act 250 Phased project
described above.
The State of Vermont adopted a revised Chapter 22 Stormwater Permitting Rule which includes a new “3acre General Permit” for which the campus’s 8.66 acres of impervious surfaces will need to comply. The
Draft General Permit and assistance documents are forthcoming from the Agency of Natural Resources in
the Fall of 2019. The College of St. Joseph will need to apply for the new General Permit with the services
of a certified stormwater engineer in late 2019 or early 2020.

4.2.1.8. Floodplain
The campus is adjacent to Otter Creek, and a portion of the campus on the northern boundary along Dorr
Drive and Clement Road are in a designated Special Flood Hazard Area and subject to restrictions and
related permit requirements.
There are at least two minor parcels between Dorr Drive and Clement Road that may be part of the
Campus and owned by the College of St. Joseph or its predecessors in title; they may otherwise be owned
by the City of Rutland. Tax maps are inconclusive. The parcels are within the Regulatory Floodway so
have no development capabilities in any event.

4.2.2. CSJ Campus - Overview
4.2.2.1. Campus and Grounds
The campus and grounds are a combined 118 acres +/-. The bulk of the campus is undeveloped and
comprised of approximately 85 acres of hemlock, pine and hardwood forest and wetlands. The developed
portion of the Main campus and grounds are approximately 15 acres, with approximately 5 acres of
developed land on the West Campus at Clementwood. There is a 5K walking or running trail connecting
the campuses from the eastern parking area adjacent to the Athletic Complex and running south and
along the southerly boundary to the southwest portion of the Clementwood Estate on West Campus.
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4.2.3. West Campus or “Clementwood Estate” – Assessment and
Recommendations
The West Campus has five primary buildings and some accessory buildings on approximately 8 acres of the
parcel, primarily Clementwood House or Fontbonne Hall, Bucci Hall, St. Francis Hall, Avila Cottage, and
Villa Marie Hall. The study will provide a summary evaluation of the West Campus and its buildings;
however, it is not anticipated nor recommended that CSJ retain ownership or use of the buildings and
facilities on the West Campus. The Clementwood Estate was nominated and placed on the National
Register of Historic Places in September 1980. With the Vermont and National Historic registration, there
are likely limitations on any significant development for some or all of the structures.

4.2.3.1. Assessment - Clementwood House or “Fontbonne Hall”
Clementwood is an Italianate Villa style approximately 9,400 sf 2-story house built circa 1860, most
recently used as the Novitiate for the Sisters of St. Joseph Society or as administrative offices for CSJ.
There is a full basement and stone and cement foundation. While the house has been used for
administrative and office space, there are 8 BR and 3 baths; with an additional separate 2 BR/1B manager’s
apartment with a private entrance at the southeast rear of the house.

4.2.3.2. Assessment - Bucci Hall
Bucci Hall was the original carriage barn for the Clementwood estate, presumably built in 1860 along with
the main house. The 2-story 6,800 sf wood frame clapboard structure was converted to classrooms in
1948 for the predecessor to CSJ, the short-lived Rutland Junior College. It was recently renovated to
house the CSJ Radiologic Sciences Program. The first floor is in excellent condition with modern electrical
and HVAC/plumbing systems. The second floor is in good condition, unfinished and is primarily used for
storage. There is some deferred maintenance necessary for securing the second-floor building envelope.
There is a small 1 story wood framed gable roofed shed near the southeast corner of Bucci Hall next to the
driveway leading to St. Francis Hall. It is in fair condition.

4.2.3.3. Assessment - St. Francis Hall
St. Francis Hall is an approximately 1,900 sf 2 story cottage built circa 1900-1930 as a caretaker’s residence
and last used for student housing with 5 BR and 2 “1.0” baths. It is a wood framed brick and stone
foundation structure with a hip and gable roof. It has sufficient MEP systems to support its current use
with a #2 fuel oil boiler system and is in fair to good condition. There is a full unfinished basement.

4.2.3.4. Assessment - Avila Cottage
Avila Cottage is an approximately 1,400 sf 1 ½ story bungalow built circa 1900-1930 as a caretaker’s
residence and now primarily utilized as a staff residence with 1 BR, 1 full bath, living room, full kitchen, and
laundry hook-ups on the first floor, and a bonus room upstairs. The upstairs “bath” was unplumbed for
use in 2018. It is a wood frame, brick, and stone foundation structure with a slate gable roof. It has
sufficient MEP systems to support its current use with a #2 fuel oil boiler system and is in fair to good
condition. There is a partial unfinished basement.
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4.2.3.5. Assessment - Villa Marie Hall
Villa Marie Hall is an approximately 1,000 sf 1962 manufactured home structure primarily utilized for
storage. It is adjacent to a small campus garden and directly across the drive from Clementwood and
between Bucci Hall and Avila Cottage. It has sufficient MEP systems to support its present use. It is in fair
condition with no immediate deferred maintenance issues.

4.2.3.6. RECOMMENDATIONS - West Campus (“Clementwood Estate”)
The highest and best use for the West Campus is as an inn, residential complex, or corporate campus
utilization. The campus does not support the proposed re-imagination of CSJ programming and/or the CSJ
Center for Excellence & Innovation. The recommendation is to inspect and clean the structures, maintain
the landscaping and the grounds, and prepare the West Campus for sale to a third party.

4.2.4. Main Campus – Assessment and Recommendations
The Main Campus has six primary buildings and some accessory outbuildings on approximately 10 acres of
the “core” campus, primarily St. Joseph Hall, Tuttle Hall Student Center, the Athletic Complex building,
Medaille and Roncalli dormitories, and a maintenance garage in the southeast corner of the core campus.
There are three lined and paved parking areas on the campus with approximately 288 parking spaces. An
assessment of the individual buildings on the Main Campus follows.

4.2.4.1. Assessment - St. Joseph Hall
St. Joseph Hall is the primary academic building on the Main Campus and was built in 1962, with major
renovations in 1986, 1993, and 2005. It is a 2-story 60,000 sf wood, cinder block, and steel frame structure
on a slab on grade that houses the administrative offices, classrooms, and library. The roof is a mix of
asphalt shingle and membrane.
The library and adjacent classrooms are the central utilization of St. Joseph’s Hall, with a major retrofit
converting the previous gymnasium into the present library, with open span lofty ceilings and mezzanine.

The first floor houses several staff and faculty offices, classrooms, restrooms, mechanical and electrical
rooms, the library computer room, library office, IT and computer lab, chemistry lab, bookstore, and large
conference meeting room. The second floor houses several staff and faculty offices, a large boardroom
with a narrow porch, restrooms, mechanical and electric rooms, classrooms, an arts lab and a
ceramics/pottery lab with kilns and sinks.
Except for the library and the adjacent classrooms, much of the first and second floors are a warren of
inefficiently allocated offices and spaces with drywall partitions and acoustic tile drop ceilings in fair
condition. This majority of the building needs a major gut and rehabilitation. The roof has some minor
leaks in need of immediate repair.
There is a single elevator conveyance at the main entry adjacent to the center stairs at the entrance to the
library. The elevator services both the library and main halls on the first and second floors. The elevator is
operational and fully inspected.
The mechanical and electrical systems are oil and LP fired HVAC, with three phase power. The building is
both dry and wet sprinklered throughout and is pending its annual inspection.
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There is a shared parking area east of St. Joseph Hall with approximately 148 parking spaces and a shared
parking area north of St. Joseph Hall with approximately 70 parking spaces.

4.2.4.2. RECOMMENDATIONS – St. Joseph’s Hall
St. Joseph Hall should be completely renovated, except for the library and some of the immediately
adjacent rooms. All of the remainder of the structure should be taken back to the structural steel and
wood frames and renovated as modern flexible office/classroom and function space with upgraded
electrical, LED lighting, plumbing, and HVAC ductwork.
In general, the three rooftop air handling units are in good condition and have a useful life of another 5+
years. The boilers should be replaced with high efficiency condensing type propane fired boilers, and
domestic hot water should be replaced with hybrid electric heaters when the present system fails.
The roof needs replacement over most of the building and the dormers should be replaced with roof
windows.
All electrical fixtures should be upgraded with LED lighting and occupancy sensing controls.

4.2.4.3. Assessment - Athletic Complex
The Athletic Complex was built in 1995. It is an approximately 26,000 sf brick and steel 1-story structure
with a slab on grade and flat membrane roof. The membrane roof was replaced in 2016 with the
installation of a 93-kW solar array owned and operated by Green Mountain Power. The wood floor
gymnasium is approximately 11,000 sf and the largest room in the complex. It has a seating capacity of
1,000 and has a box office, concession, and restroom facilities off the main entry lobby. There are two
storage rooms (approximately 400 sf) on the east side of the gymnasium, with an additional 400 sf field
storage room that has outdoor egress doors accessing the baseball and soccer fields to the east. Adjacent
to the field storage room is a mechanical and electrical room and maintenance office.
At the southwest corner of the complex there is an approximately 1650 sf weight and training room
adjacent to the main entry lobby. There is also an approximately 1350 sf wood floored, and mirror walled
aerobics, dance, and yoga studio with storage closet, wet wall cabinets and sink facilities.
There are two glass walled racquetball courts at the southeast corner of the complex. Between the dance
studio and the racquetball courts are men’s and women’s locker rooms, athletic offices, and training and
storage rooms.
The Athletic Complex has 3-phase power for the HVAC systems. There are two #2 fuel oil boilers
supporting wall and ceiling mounted hot water heat registers. Both boilers need repair to their circulating
pumps. There are two roof top heat recovery air handling units for ventilation systems and appear to be
well maintained and in good working order. The building is wet sprinklered throughout and is pending its
annual inspection. Minor repairs and maintenance are necessary, including weatherization of doors and
windows for efficient winter operations.

The building is in good to excellent condition.
There are approximately 148 parking spaces in the parking area directly south of the Athletic Complex and
shared with St. Joseph’s Hall.
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4.2.4.4. RECOMMENDATIONS – Athletic Complex
The Athletic Complex should be maintained and repaired for its intended use, and preferably for
community or municipal use and management. The structure should be inspected for compliance with
electrical and plumbing code, weatherization and energy conservation issues, and ADA compliance. All
code violations should be rectified, and minor maintenance and repairs should be completed. CSJ should
pursue a lease with Rutland Parks and Recreation, or other third party, to manage all operations of the
Athletic Complex and ancillary grounds and parking areas under a triple-net (NNN) lease arrangement.
Both boilers are past their service life and should be replaced with high efficiency condensing type
propane fired boilers. The existing hot water heater should be replaced with a hybrid electric type heater
when the present system fails. The HVAC units are approaching the end of their service life and should be
replaced with rooftop energy recovery units with integral air to air heat pumps and propane back up
heating for dehumidification, cooling, and heating of ventilation air. Variable volume control systems
could provide additional energy savings.
All electrical fixtures should be upgraded with LED lighting and occupancy sensing controls.

4.2.4.5. Assessment - Tuttle Hall
Tuttle Hall was built in 1998 as a student center with an auditorium and chapel, and administrative offices.
It is approximately 11,600 sf brick, wood, and masonry structure with an asphalt shingle hip roof. The
south wing of Tuttle Hall houses the auditorium/theatre and has seating for approximately 210 people,
with a performance stage, a dressing/green room with private bath, storage, and professional lighting and
sound system. There is a technician’s booth, ticketing booth, pre-function seating area, coat closet,
mechanical room, two office spaces, and restrooms. The main entry vestibule and side vestibules are
separately heated.
Connected to the main entryway of Tuttle Hall is a student lounge area and multi-purpose room with a
small concession area and kitchen. The student lounge has an exit to an outdoor patio to the west.
The north wing housed the campus ministry with a chapel and sacristy, campus mailroom and mailboxes,
and staff office spaces.
The building has oil fired heat and electric heat pump HVAC. The building is wet sprinklered throughout
and is pending its annual inspection. It is in good to excellent condition.
There is a parking area near Tuttle Hall (shared with St. Joseph’s Hall) with approximately 70 parking
spaces.

4.2.4.6. RECOMMENDATIONS – Tuttle Hall
Tuttle Hall should be maintained for use as a performing arts center, auditorium and theatre, event center,
training center, and creative office/artist studios. The structure should be inspected for compliance with
electrical and plumbing code, weatherization and energy conservation issues, and ADA compliance. All
code violations should be remedied, and minor maintenance and repairs should be completed.
The boiler is past its service life and should be replaced with high efficiency condensing type propane fired
boiler. The three indoor air handling units are approaching the end of their service life and should be
replaced with variable volume units and equipped with air to air heat pumps with hot water heating
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backup for higher efficiency operation and reduction of fossil fuel use. The existing hot water heater
should be replaced with a hybrid electric type heater when the present system fails.
The asphalt roof is original and should be replaced with appropriate long-term replacement materials,
proper valleys, and snow guard eaves.
All electrical fixtures should be upgraded with LED lighting and occupancy sensing controls.

4.2.4.7. Assessment - Medaille Hall Dormitory
Medaille Hall dormitory was constructed in 1969. It is a T-shaped wood and cement block masonry
structure with slab on grade foundation and a composite membrane roof. The front of the building is 2stories of dormitory suites with three egress stairwells, one central and one each on the ends of the T.
The center hall is 1-story and contains a main lounge, laundry, shared bath, and the primary mechanical
and electrical room. Medaille Hall is approximately 17,300 sf with 50 bedroom living units for
approximately 96 students.
The plumbing and heating are electric resistance. The structure is not sprinklered.
The building is in fair condition, with full renovation recommended.

There is a shared parking area between Medaille and Roncalli Halls with approximately 70 parking spaces.

4.2.4.8. RECOMMENDATIONS – Medaille Hall Dormitory
Medaille Hall should be gutted and repurposed as a short-term (month-to-month tenancy) residential
facility for entrepreneurs and innovators, students, and workforce trainees while participating in CSJ
Center for Excellence & Innovation programming.
The structure requires new windows, doors and roof, new electrical wiring, LED lighting, and air to air heat
pump mini-split HVAC units, upgraded low flow plumbing fixtures, and interior and exterior remodeling.
The structure should have modern fire suppression systems installed and ground floor units assessed for
ADA compliance. The structure should be evaluated for installation of solar arrays on the roof or
surrounding grounds.

4.2.4.9. Assessment - Roncalli Hall Dormitory and Dining Hall
Roncalli Hall was constructed in 1969. It is a T-shaped wood and cement block structure with slab on
grade foundation and a composite membrane roof. The front of the building is 2-stories of dormitory
suites with three egress stairwells, one central and one each on the ends of the T. The center hall is 1-story
and contains a dining hall and commercial kitchen and the primary mechanical and electrical room.
Medaille Hall is approximately 15,700 sf with 40 bedroom living units for approximately 70 students.
The dining hall and kitchen are in good condition. There is a 12x24 addition for a connected walk-in cooler
and freezer. The cookers, ranges and ovens are LP gas fueled with one 275 gal above ground tank
adjacent to the rear of the facility. There is an approximately 1,600 sf wood deck adjacent to the dining
hall for outdoor dining and entertainment. The deck is in fair condition. The kitchen has passed all
inspections prior to shutting down for the summer of 2019. The range and ovens have inspected hoods
and Ansul fire suppression systems. There is a nearby hot electric hot water tank and a storage tank in the
adjoining mechanical room providing hot water for the dining hall.
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The domestic hot water and heating are electric resistance. The structure is not sprinklered.
The building is in fair condition with full renovation recommended.
There is a shared parking area between Medaille and Roncalli Halls with approximately 70 parking spaces.

4.2.4.10. RECOMMENDATIONS - Roncalli Hall Dormitory and Dining Hall
Roncalli Hall should be gutted and repurposed as short-term (month-to-month tenancy) residential facility
for entrepreneurs and innovators, students, and workforce trainees to live while participating in CSJ
Center for Excellence & Innovation programming.
The structure requires new windows, doors, and roof; new electrical wiring, LED lighting, and heat pump
mini-split HVAC units, upgraded low flow plumbing fixtures, and interior and exterior remodeling. The
structure should have modern fire suppression systems installed and ground floor units assessed for ADA
compliance. The structure should be evaluated for installation of solar arrays on the roof or surrounding
grounds.
The dining hall and deck require some minor repairs and maintenance, updated LED lighting and electrical
fixtures, and code compliance inspections. The dining hall should be repurposed to provide foodservice
for café or concessions in St. Joseph’s Hall, the Tuttle auditorium/theatre and creative arts center, and the
Athletics Complex, in addition to the restaurant/café functions within Roncalli Hall and the outdoor grill.
The kitchen hood system should be upgraded to variable volume control and a make-up air system for
appropriate building pressure control.

4.2.4.11. Assessment - Maintenance Garage
There is a two story 2,000 sf wood frame and vinyl clapboard maintenance garage at the south end of the
shared parking area adjacent to St. Joseph’s Hall. The garage houses landscape and maintenance
equipment on the first floor in the 2-bay garage with double overhead doors, woodworking benches, and
employee break area on the second floor. There is a salt shed adjacent to the garage for winter snow and
ice maintenance. The garage is in fair to good condition.

4.2.4.12. RECOMMENDATIONS – Maintenance Garage
The maintenance garage should be cleaned and maintained, weatherized, and inspected for any code
violations. Any code violations should be rectified. The utilization of the garage for continued
maintenance operations is a vital function for the campus.
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5. CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation – Proposed
implementation strategy
Our vision for the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation will provide a place and space that supports:
Knowledge – education, training, incubation, and acceleration
Networks – mentoring, community, collaboration, co-living, and events
Investment – equity, venture capital, opportunity zone funding, and grant funding
The educational and business support activities (described below) will address partner workforce needs,
help individuals develop new knowledge and skills, and help companies launch, grow, and remain in
Rutland.

5.1. Strategic and Operational Vision
Our vision statement can be set out as follows:
•

Allow CSJ to continue its educational public purpose and mission, including the provision of nondegree certificates and other educational and training programs;

•

Provide business incubation and acceleration for Vermont start-up companies, helping these
companies launch, grow, and remain in Vermont;

•

Attract national and even global investment for these companies, including investment unlocked
by the new federal Opportunity Zone initiative;

•

Deliver workforce development activities to ensure our state has the high-skilled talent to support
Vermont entrepreneurship. Focus efforts include:
o Skills that promote job advancement and professional development, helping to keep
Vermonters in the state
o Possibly, skills that support advanced manufacturing roles, likely in partnership with other
relevant organizations (The MINT, Vermont Technical College, local businesses such as GE,
etc.)
o STEAM, lifelong learning and “soft skills” to help Vermonters flexibly succeed in the
workplace;

•

Provide high quality co-working and office space for individuals and companies;

•

Uniquely, provide co-living space in support of these activities so that entrepreneurs, workforce
development students, and business visitors can deeply engage together in collaborative efforts;

•

Continue and enhance CSJ’s reputation as a full-service event space with in-house programming
and rental opportunities.

We believe that bold initiatives such as these are essential if we hope to unlock the private capital that
new businesses need in order to thrive in Vermont.
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5.2. Services and Activities to be Provided
The envisioned CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation will offer a suite of services and programming that
is synergistic and focused on the lifetime “journey” of the learner or entrepreneur.
As Derek Ozkal of the Kauffman Foundation writes:
“The careers of the future – even the near-future – might look completely different from
recent generations. And the path to success will be more entrepreneurial than the
traditional path of recent generations. It’s futile to try to protect jobs from technology –
jobs, job structures, the job market will change (and have already changed). Instead we
must protect students from an education of the status quo.” 27
Source: Kauffman Foundation
With this vision in mind, the curriculum, programming, and services provided will be modular, nimble,
focused, and connected. While program offerings may be categorized according to three broad themes:
education, workforce training, and entrepreneurial support. The offerings will be blended and allow
individuals to move along, and among, these different paths.
Imagine a learner, recently graduating from high school (perhaps a technical center program such as
Stafford), who is not prepared for, or interested in, a four-year undergraduate commitment. This person
chooses to engage with the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation to further his or her technical training
or learn basic business skills, then chooses to pursue one or more academic certificates in preparation for
further college, while in parallel engaging in entrepreneurial preparation activities through incubator or
accelerator sessions. This learner combines these experiences to launch a local, innovative startup
company that provides financial opportunity and a career path for him or her. Such a journey does not
preclude further college preparation either, with the individual able to take advantage of national online
courses while based in the digital superior coworking facilities at the CSJ Center for Excellence &
Innovation.
Services and programming at the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation will be developed as part of
implementation planning. The following are envisioned:
•

Non-credit training and certificate education programs offered via the College of St. Joseph.
Topics addressed will build off existing competences and relationships (i.e. specialty nursing
training for the Rutland Regional Medical Center) and expand to meet community needs. See
section 5.3 for more details.

•

Workforce development programming, both in terms of core skills and specific technical or
vocational skills. Workforce development may include newly created programming delivered by
the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation team as well as programming in partnership with other
existing workforce development organizations such as Vermont HITEC, CCV, VTC, and commercial
providers.

•

Entrepreneurial preparation skills training focused on introducing entrepreneurial concepts to
individuals and helping them assess and prepare for entrepreneurial career possibilities.
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•

Incubation support for early-stage startups which, in this context, includes mentoring, access to
business services such as legal and marketing assistance, general guidance on fundraising, and
peer-to-peer business networking. Incubation tends to be an ongoing level of support over time
as a startup begins to build its products, services, and business.

•

Acceleration programs for startups and growth companies that will include structured support
services, typically offered to cohorts of companies over a short fixed timeframe (such as 12weeks.). Acceleration programs are typically focused on preparing startups to seek significant
investment and may include investor introductions. The CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation
will likely develop and offer its own acceleration programs as well as partner with other statewide
or national accelerator programs (such as, for example, Accel-VT).

In part, programming is likely to be inspired and financially supported by philanthropic organizations
(family foundations, etc.). These organizations prioritize and fund support for specific areas of interest,
including education and entrepreneurship, often for targeted groups including females, people of color,
veterans, and other identified individuals who have traditionally faced entrepreneurial challenges. The CSJ
Center for Excellence & Innovation can be forward leaning in meeting the needs of Rutland and Vermont
populations with foundation support. A table of relevant granting organizations is included in the
appendix to this report.
The programming and educational offerings of the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation are directly
supported and enhanced by the facilities and services envisioned for the center:
•

A considerable number of co-work desks made available to “members” of the CSJ Center for
Excellence & Innovation. Membership allows individuals to use a desk at their convenience
(through much of the day and potentially 24 hours) as well as access to a full suite of modern
office facilities, including meeting rooms, printers, mail/shipping services, private phone
rooms, locker space, and café facilities.

•

Dedicated desks that members can secure for an additional fee. A dedicated desk is reserved
for the individual so they can have a permanent “base of operations”. Small (1-4 person)
startups often reserve contiguous dedicated desks as their first collective workspace.

•

Small, medium, and larger private offices. These offices are made available on a flexible,
short-term basis so startup companies can have private space without the long-term
contractual commitments associated with traditional office space. This allows startups to
grow, or downsize, based on need, while focusing their time and capital on building their
business.

•

Meeting rooms of varying sizes that can be reserved as needed. These rooms will be enabled
with telepresence to allow distributed teams and remote workers to collaborate nationally.
Access to meeting rooms in a professional environment is of particular interest to remote
workers and others who would prefer not to have to meet in coffee shops or restaurants but
would rather have access to a safe, professional, and productive environment.

•

Classrooms that support educational and workforce development activities.
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•

Event space, centered on the CSJ Tuttle Theater, but also using flexible space in the “library”
(co-work) space in St. Joseph Hall. Events are a lifeblood of innovation centers and can serve
to support community activities.

Collectively, the programs and facilities envisioned for the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation provide
the essential alchemy of “Knowledge,” “Networks,” and “Investment” access:

Figure 24: Essential assets of an Innovation Hub
Source: Vermont Innovation Commons

5.3. College of St. Joseph Educational Offerings
CSJ is developing fresh and innovative programming that will meet the changing educational,
occupational, financial, and health needs of the wider community. In this manner, a reimagined CSJ will
not only maintain, but also build upon its historical mission to “educate men and women of varied faiths
and backgrounds for lives of continuous personal and professional growth, intellectual development and
service to the community,” and continue to contribute meaningfully to the overall welfare of the Rutland
region and beyond.

5.3.1. Community Partnerships
The re-imagining and repurposing of CSJ will be carried out in full partnership with stakeholders from the
community. Community awareness and engagement have and will continue to be fostered through press
releases, meetings with community and governmental organizations, community events, and an email
address where the community may continue to submit ideas.

Community interest and support has been incredibly positive to this point and has brought some stability
to our current operations as well as a path forward to successful revenue generating streams. The
sources of our total operating revenue—existing, in-process, or expected—include revenue from the CSJ
Traumatology Institute programs, and the Rutland Regional Medical Center specialized nurses training
program (working on budget at this time), short-term and long-term space rentals of facilities, and grants
and other financial contributions we have received, or have been awarded and are expecting. Awards and
other contributions include Vermont Works; Rutland Economic Development Council; Rutland
Redevelopment Authority; Northern Borders Regional Commission; Rutland City Zamias Fund. We have
also received $5000 in funding from individual donors.
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CSJ has already begun to forge several particularly important community partnerships. These include a
potential partnership with The MINT, a “makerspace” in Rutland, VT that serves as a shared workplace
and classroom serving hobbyists, DIY enthusiasts, educators, students, entrepreneurs, non-profit and forprofit organizations. The MINT is looking to expand into a second location and is very interested in
utilizing the CSJ campus for this purpose.
CSJ has also been working with the Rutland Regional Medical Center, the Rutland Recreation and Parks
Department, the Rutland City Public Schools, the Vermont Agency of Education, the New Story Center,
VOSHA, and other prospective partners on a variety of initiatives with the potential to bring substantial
benefits to CSJ and the region. The details of the most fully developed of these initiatives are discussed
below. These partnerships form a solid base from which CSJ can continue to build and expand upon in the
future. As we move forward, CSJ will continue to seek out and cultivate other such beneficial
relationships.
CSJ’s new programming will rest upon four pillars: Workforce Development, Gap-Year Athletic
Programming, a CSJ Traumatology Institute, and Event/Space Rentals.

5.3.2. Workforce Development
There is a growing abundance of current literature documenting the increasingly urgent need for
education across the lifespan to fulfill the demands of a rapidly evolving economy,28 and workforce
development is one key aspect of lifelong learning.
There are several workforce development initiatives at various stages of development and planning.
Those that are most fully developed at this point include:
Operating Room Nurse Training: CSJ is designing an Operating Room (“OR”) nurse training program in
partnership with the Rutland Regional Medical Center (RRMC). This program will train RNs employed at
RRMC who wish to advance their careers as operating room nurses. The RRMC trains aspiring OR nurses
at its medical complex; however, the current program presents difficulties in relation to human and capital
resources, such as the availability of space and training personnel, whose responsibilities are divided
between instruction and other nursing duties. Under the new program, training will take place on the CSJ
campus, where a simulated OR will be constructed and equipped, and classroom and office space will be
provided. Nurses can be trained in greater numbers and with increased efficiency at CSJ, alleviating a
chronic shortage of such personnel at the RRMC, reducing the hospital’s costs, and enhancing the care of
the populations served in Rutland County, southern and north central Vermont, and Washington County,
New York.
Training is scheduled to commence in January 2020. It is anticipated that in the near future this training
can be expanded to include personnel from other medical facilities in the region and perhaps to training in
other specialized areas of medicine, such as Surgical Technician Training, training for Licensed Nursing
Assistants in assisted-living facilities, and Obstetrics Nurse Training.
Leadership Program: CSJ is developing a 12-week training program for employees who have recently
been—or desire to be—promoted to leadership positions. Classes will be held weekly and will
incorporate didactic and project-based learning, as well as expert guest lecturers from Rutland and around
the state. While being developed with direct input from RRMC leaders, the training is designed to be
cross-industry and will be open to employees and employers across the region. Classes are scheduled to
begin in March 2020.
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NewStory Center: CSJ is pleased to collaborate with the NewStory Center, which works to end the cycle of
violence through support, education, prevention, and collaboration with all the people and communities
of Rutland County, as they expand the “Turning the Page” program. CSJ will provide short-term living
space for program participants in its residential buildings, office space for NewStory Center staff, mental
health services via the CSJ Traumatology Institute, and access to future educational and workforce
development opportunities at CSJ as they become available. NewStory Center and CSJ submitted
applications for funding through the U.S. Department of Labor RESTORE program and the Bowse Health
Trust.

5.3.3. Gap-Year Athletic Program
Gap-year programs designed to facilitate the successful transition of recent high-school graduates into
collegiate athletic programs have seen a surge in popularity over the last several years.29 Additionally,
studies have underscored the value of such programs, demonstrating that students who have completed
a gap-year program enjoy substantially higher levels of success in college than those who do not.30 In
spite of their proliferation, however, gap-year programs vary widely in quality and price.31 The need for a
high quality and affordable gap-year program in Vermont is highlighted by 2017 statistics that show the
state with a high-school graduation rate of 92.3% but a college graduation rate of only 34.8%.32 CSJ is
working with experienced, local coaches to design a gap-year program that will provide aspiring college
students a quality experience at an affordable price. Enrollees will have the opportunity to mature and
develop socially, intellectually, and athletically in a program that will combine a comprehensive life-skills
development curriculum with high-level athletic competition. The scheduled start date for the inaugural
gap-year cohort is the fall of 2020.

5.3.4. Traumatology Institute
The CSJ Traumatology Institute (CSJTI) was re-developed in spring 2019 in order to address the vital and
growing need for quality trauma-informed care throughout the United States, including the northeast
region.33 An expanding body of data in the fields of psychology and health sciences demonstrates a direct
connection between trauma inherent in “Adverse Childhood Experiences” (ACEs) and subsequent mental
and physical health impact, including early mortality. Education and training in human resilience and asset
development in youth and adults can help ameliorate such impacts. The CSJTI provides training and
education to first-responders, professionals, and paraprofessionals within the fields of mental health,
education, law enforcement, the military, as well as other professionals in VT and surrounding areas. As a
result, program participants, with knowledge and skills of the best practices in trauma-responsive care,
will be equipped to provide more effective care to those in schools, hospitals, and the general community
who have undergone, or who are at risk of experiencing, trauma. Because the training team understands
that groups of participants from different professional backgrounds vary in terms of experience,
opportunities and challenges, effort is made to a reasonable degree to customize the content, manner,
and schedule of delivery to meet the unique needs of the participants.
In August 2019, the first training sessions were offered to personnel of the Rutland City Public Schools as a
part of the district in-service professional development. The CSJTI is presently working to expand the
scope of the training to include a comprehensive, 12-week curriculum. In addition to offering trauma
training, it is anticipated that in due course the CSJTI will provide direct counseling services to trauma
survivors. Together, the training and counseling provided through the CSJTI will enhance the overall
health and well-being of the community.
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5.3.5. Rentals/Events
Over the course of its history, CSJ has established a positive reputation in the community as an event host,
providing affordable accommodations for local and regional organizations. Just this year, CSJ has hosted
or will host events for VT ART, AAU Sports, Fellowship of Christian Athletes Day Camp, GE Aviation,
Heritage Family Credit Union, Rutland City Public Schools, Rutland Mental Health, Rutland Recreation and
Parks Department, Rutland Safety Council, Rutland Young Professionals, United Way of Rutland County,
Vermont Principals’ Association, Weight Watchers, and the We Are Girls…With Dreams Foundation.

Under the campus’ new mixed-use model, CSJ will broaden the scope of rental opportunities to include
hotdesks, dedicated desks, and office space. Similarly, the potential uses of Tuttle Hall Theater—already a
very popular rental site—will multiply. For community organizations, as well those temporarily residing on
and/or utilizing the mixed-use campus in some capacity (the co-living/co-working community, gap-year
instructors and students, etc.), the theater will provide an ideal venue for TED Talks, in-service sessions,
seminars, guest speakers, recreational purposes (movies, shows, etc.), and the like.
Presently, CSJ is working on a partnership with Rutland Recreation and Parks Department (Rutland Rec),
to deliver and manage athletic and other programming in the CSJ Athletic Center. Ideally, Rutland Rec
would use the facility to expand and improve their sports and arts programs for youth and adults, and rent
the facility as feasible for basketball tournaments, craft shows, seminars, birthday parties, and other
events. Rutland Rec has received the approval of the Rutland City Board to Aldermen to continue to
develop the details of this partnership, and discussions around lease terms and expectations are
underway.
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6. Financial Opportunities, Analysis, and Business Planning
The Opportunity Zone Program is designed to support initiatives such as the envisioned CSJ Center for
Excellence & Innovation. While complex, it has the potential to unlock investment for the facility and the
companies that launch at, or move to, the Center. Rutland can emerge as a local, state, and national
leader in this initiative.
Significant grant funding is available to support the activities and initiatives proposed for the CSJ Center
for Excellence & Innovation, including reimagining education, reinvigorating rural America, and many
aspects of workforce development (including creating opportunities for specific populations). We have
identified 100 grant programs relevant to our efforts that warrant further review. Grants are highly
competitive and success rates are low, but each successful grant application provides important funding
for core services or new programming.
New Markets Tax Credit and Venture Philanthropy will also likely be part of the capital stack for launching
and executing the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation.
A business modeling analysis projects that the Center can operate in an economically sustainable manner,
generating operating surpluses after an initial ramp up period of approximately two years.

6.1. Opportunity Zone Context and Strategy
6.1.1. Opportunity Zone Program Background
6.1.1.1. What is an Opportunity Zone?
Opportunity Zones represent a new national community investment initiative that connects private capital
with low-income communities across America, tapping into an estimated $6 trillion of eligible unrealized
capital gains. 34
An Opportunity Zone (OZ) is a low-income census tract, economically distressed community that was
nominated by governors and certified by the Secretary of the U.S. Treasury, where taxpayers can invest in
qualifying new projects and businesses in exchange for federal capital gains tax advantages. There are
over 8700 Opportunity Zones in the US.35 In Vermont, there are 25 designated opportunity zones; and
Rutland City has three of them. See 6.1.2.1 below.
Investments must be made via a Qualified Opportunity Zone Fund.

6.1.1.2. What is a Qualified Opportunity Zone Fund?
An Opportunity Zone Fund (QOF) is an investment vehicle which is organized either as a corporation or
partnership for the sole purpose of investing in a qualified Opportunity Zone property or business. A
Qualified Opportunity Zone Fund must self-certify by filing Form 8996 with its federal income tax return.

6.1.1.3. History of Opportunity Zones
Opportunity Zones were first defined and added to the tax code as part of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act on
December 22, 2017. Originally called the Investing in Opportunity Act, it was a bipartisan effort led by
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Senators Tim Scott (R-SC) and Cory Booker (D-NJ) and Representatives Pat Tiberi (R-OH) and Ron Kind (DWI). According to the Economic Innovation Group, a think tank co-founded by Sean Parker of Napster
fame, this type of economic development tool was based on a 2015 paper called “Unlocking Private
Capital to Facilitate Economic Growth in Distressed Areas,” which highlighted geographic economic
disparities, weaknesses of past approaches and presented a new model for attracting private investment.

6.1.1.4. Opportunity Zones are “Low-Income Communities”
“Low-income communities” refers to a term from Section 45D(e) of the IRS Code, which states that a
population census tract, in general, is low-income if: (A) the poverty rate for such tract is at least 20
percent, or (B) (i) in the case of a tract not located within a metropolitan area, the median family income
for such tract does not exceed 80 percent of statewide median family income, or (ii) in the case of a tract
located within a metropolitan area, the median family income for such tract does not exceed 80 percent
of the greater of statewide median family income or the metropolitan area median family income.
The Economic Innovation Group (EIG) then took a closer look at the Census Bureau data and created a
Distressed Communities Index (DCI), which is defined as “a comparative measure of the vitality and
wellbeing of U.S. communities.” 36
Their report, Charting a Decade of Change Across American Communities, looked at the following seven
metrics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Adults without a high school diploma
Poverty rate
Prime-age adults not in work
Housing vacancy rate
Median income ratio
Change in employment
Change in establishments

According to EIG's Distress Indicators below, Rutland qualifies as a "low-income community".
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Although there are currently no reporting requirements for Opportunity Zone Funds, these metrics should
be used as a baseline when tracking the economic development resulting from investments into an
Opportunity Zone.
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Figure 25: EIG DCI – Distressed Community Index – Rutland 05701
Source: Economic Innovation Group
6.1.1.5. Tax Benefits for Taxpayers
Under the new Opportunity Zone program, there are three ways a taxpayer can benefit from the
investment of realized capital gains from the sale of appreciated assets (land, real estate, equities, etc.):
•

Deferral of capital gains tax invested until December 31, 2026, if realized gains are invested into a
Qualified Opportunity Zone Fund within 180 days of the sale of the appreciated assets;

•

Reduction of capital gains tax. Investments of realized gains held in qualified projects and places
for 5 years will reduce tax liability by 10%; and those held for seven years will reduce their liability
by 15%.

•

Exclusion of capital gain taxes when investments into a Qualified Opportunity Zone Fund (QOZF)
are held for at least 10 years.
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6.1.1.6. Investor Incentive Chart

Table 3: Opportunity Zones Investor Incentive Chart
Source: Vermont Works
6.1.1.7. Sample Timeline for Investments into a QOF

Figure 26: Sample Timeline for Investments into a QOF
Source: Vermont Works
6.1.1.8. Qualifications for Opportunity Zone Property
Opportunity Zone Property is defined by the IRS as tangible property used in a trade or business of a
qualified opportunity fund, so long as it meets the following conditions:
•

The property was acquired by the qualified opportunity fund by purchase after December 31, 2017.
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•

The original use of such property in the opportunity zone commences with the qualified
opportunity fund, or the fund substantially improves the property.

•

During substantially all of the qualified opportunity fund’s holding period for such property,
substantially all of the use of such property was in a qualified opportunity zone.

•

Used tangible property satisfies the original use requirement if the property has not been
previously placed in service in the qualified opportunity zone. 37 (Source: IRS)

6.1.1.9. Qualifications for Opportunity Zone Business
An opportunity zone business can be either a corporation or partnership. In general, an opportunity zone
business is a trade or business in which substantially all of the tangible property if the business qualifies as
follows:
•

The business property was acquired by the QOF after December 31, 2017.

•

The opportunity zone business must also adhere to the following criteria:
(i) at least 50 percent of the total gross income of the business is derived from the active
conduct of such business. There are three safe harbors a business may use to meet this test:
Hours-of-services-received test
Amounts-paid-for-services test
Necessary-tangible-property-and-business-functions test
(ii) a substantial portion of the intangible property of such entity is used in the active conduct
of any such business; and
(iii) less than five percent of the average of the aggregate unadjusted bases of the property of
the business is attributable to nonqualified financial property.

The following types of “sin” businesses are ineligible to be deemed as a qualified opportunity zone
business: private or commercial golf course, country club, massage parlor, hot tub facility, suntan facility,
racetrack or other facility used for gambling, or liquor stores.

6.1.1.10. Qualified Opportunity Zone Funds
Opportunity Zone Funds are most commonly used as one of the funding sources in a capital stack to bring
the community and investors together to redevelop a vacant lot or abandoned buildings that are
municipally owned or purchased by the fund. Since investors are allowed only 180 days to invest into a
QOZ Fund after they realize a capital gain, OZ funds tend to be the last money into a project. OZ Funds
work best with a local champion working alongside local anchors with significant local data to identify
community needs, attract investors, and identity the risks, the return, and the exit strategy. These funds
may be used to buy and renovate an existing building, to buy new equipment or to buy land and build.
The project must have a compelling story/narrative to succeed.

6.1.1.11. National Examples
South Bend, IN
Local anchors identified their challenge of ongoing population loss as well as vacant/abandoned buildings.
Together, they are working to support an entrepreneurial ecosystem in one of their OZ’s called
“Innovation Park.” The Park consists of a 90,000-square foot technology and entrepreneurship facility
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located adjacent to Notre Dame Campus. Fifty-nine new ventures have launched at the park since 2009.
South Bend is taking advantage of the OZ designation and creating funding vehicles for investment in ND
entrepreneurial efforts, coordinated directly with the University’s IDEA Center as well as a $50 million Early
Stage Financing Fund. 38
Santa Fe, NM
Several OZ projects are in the works, including the creation of a high-pressure food processing plant called
New Mexico Fresh Foods, a new Arts+Creativity Center, a 65-unit live-work rental space on Siler Road and
a possible expansion of Meow Wolf. 39

Of note, the New Mexico state government has sweetened the OZ deals by offering an incentive program
that will provide $1M bonus to opportunity zone investments that meet certain benchmarks. 40
Springfield, MO
Missouri State University’s efactory: Using a $1.25M grant from the Economic Development Administration
(EDA) and matching local OZ funds, the University plans to expand its efactory business incubator.
According to Missouri State, this investment is expected to create “360 jobs and spur $27 million in private
investment.” (Source: Missouri State University)
"The efactory at the Robert W. Plaster Free Enterprise Center is dedicated to fostering entrepreneurship in
southwest Missouri. This expansion will allow the center to serve even more entrepreneurs as they start and
grow businesses, create jobs, and invest in the community." 41
Missouri Governor Mike Parson
Wayne Junction, Philadelphia
Golaski Labs, a 40,000 square foot planned mixed-use development at an abandoned warehouse, used a
combination of crowdfunding (Reg CF) offering and a Reg D (506(c)) offering and purchased limited
partnership interests in Mosaic Opportunity Zone Fund to complete the financing for the project. By using
prefabricated modular construction, they will be able to offer below market rentals for both commercial
and residential units. 42 (Source: New York Times)
Fort Wayne, IN
The former General Electric campus, now called Electric Works, is a project that will use its OZ designation
to develop more than 72,000 square feet of co-working spaces as part of the 2.7 million square foot
project. As cited by The New York Times, it is the co-working part of this project that will draw the
surrounding community to create an innovation hub in Fort Wayne. Co-working offers shared office space
which becomes attractive to start-ups which “also gain access to a network of eager investors looking for
companies to back, a combination that is helping to create incubators in underserved markets.” 43
(Source: New York Times)

6.1.1.12. OZ Summary and Key Points
Investments into Opportunity Zones must be equity investments into a qualified business or property
through a Qualified Opportunity Zone Fund. Potential investment types include:
•

Construction & Development of Commercial Real Estate

•

Development & Renovation of Existing Property in Opportunity Zone
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•

The creation of a new business in an Opportunity Zone

•

Expansion of Existing Business in an Opportunity Zone

6.1.2. Opportunity Zones in Vermont and Rutland
6.1.2.1. Opportunity Zones in Vermont
Vermont has 25 designated Opportunity Zones in 17 communities and in 12 of the 14 counties in the state:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barre City
Bennington (2)
Brattleboro
Burlington (2)
Johnson
Lyndon
Newport City (2)
Randolph
Rockingham
Royalton
Rutland City (3)
St. Albans City
St. Johnsbury (2)
South Burlington
Springfield (2)
Vergennes
Winooski (2)
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Figure 27: Distribution of Opportunity Zones in Vermont
Source: State of Vermont
6.1.2.2. Qualified Opportunity Zone Funds in Vermont
There have already been several projects that have utilized Opportunity Zone designation and QOF’s to
help fund new and renovation developments in Vermont. Most recently in the news is the Putnam Block
project in Bennington. The Putnam Block Development is a community-led mixed-use revitalization
project “designed to create a sense of community and to promote personal wellness” 44 (Source:
putnamblock.com). With multiple new and renovated buildings, it will offer office space, residential units
and a mix of restaurants and retail. A QOF was used to raise $3.75M of a total $30.7 million financing
package.
Initiated by the Bennington Redevelopment Group (BRG), the Putnam Block Project is a powerful example
of how collaboration amongst major institutions, businesses and local civic leaders can successfully work
together to bring in the financing, development needs and community engagement to make a
revitalization project a reality.
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6.1.2.3. Opportunity Zones in Rutland

Figure 28: Opportunity Zones in Rutland
Source: State of Vermont
With three qualifying census tracts, 70% of Rutland City’s total land area is in one of the Opportunity
Zones.

6.1.3. Leveraging Opportunity Zones for the CSJ Center for
Excellence & Innovation
By utilizing the Opportunity Zone designation to attract community engagement and investment, the CSJ
Center for Excellence & Innovation will become a launching pad to support entrepreneurs as they start
new businesses and as they grow and expand to the other OZ’s in Rutland.

“The best projects meet some understood, specific, local need and keep all stakeholders
(community, local government, developers and investors) active and engaged.” 45
Colin Higgins, The Governance Project
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“There are at least 284 entrepreneurship incubators or accelerators in Opportunity Zones
(and counting; several Opportunity Funds are investing in more such facilities)”46
Source: Economic Innovation Group
“In 2014 alone, there was $716M of total realized capital gains on tax returns.” 47
Source: Tax Policy Center

Place-based economic development allows for clusters of businesses to not only collaborate but also
share potential cost savings, joint marketing, suppliers, and customers. The CSJ Center for Excellence &
Innovation will offer a unique, holistic opportunity to create a vibrant hub that includes co-working
spaces, talent retraining efforts, a maker space and programing to support entrepreneurship.
The creation of the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation as a community-focused Opportunity Zone
project will align, engage, and partner local government and institutions with private capital and
philanthropy to address the challenges of job creation and building scalable businesses in Rutland.
Rutland has the fundamentals it needs to attract Opportunity Zone investments: good schools, high
quality health care, regional access, and lifestyle amenities from the arts to the outdoors. Building on our
strengths of good local services and an inviting investment climate and community, we hope to amplify
what is already happening and attract more people and businesses to Rutland and CSJ.

6.1.3.1. Recommended Next Steps
1.

Continue to engage, align, and collaborate with local stakeholders, including the community, local
government and businesses, and existing partners as potential investors.

2. Continue to work with REDC and RRA to develop the narrative for the future of Rutland,
highlighting its assets and the Opportunity Zone investment opportunities.
3. Create a Qualified Opportunity Zone Fund

6.2. Additional Financial Opportunities
6.2.1. New Markets Tax Credit
6.2.1.1. What is the New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) Program?
The NMTC Program was created as part of the Community Renewal Tax Relief Act of 2000 and allows
individual and corporate taxpayers to receive a credit against federal income taxes for making Qualified
Equity Investments (QEI’s) in certified financial intermediaries called Community Development Entities
(CDE’s).
NMTC are awarded or allocated to the CDE’s, and they, in turn, use the proceeds of the QEI’s to make
Qualified Low-Income Community Investments into low income communities and projects.
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Similar to the Opportunity Zone program, the NMTC program incentivizes economic growth and
development in distressed communities and has become an important source of financing for projects in
these communities.

6.2.1.2. What is a Community Development Entity (CDE)?
According to the IRS, a “CDE is any domestic corporation or partnership:
1.

Whose primary mission is serving or providing investment capital for low-in-come communities or
low-income persons,

2. That maintains accountability to residents of low-income communities through their
representation on any governing board or advisory board of the CDE, and
3. Has been certified as a CDE by the CDFI Fund.”

6.2.1.3. CDE’s in Vermont
According to the US Treasury’s CDFI Fund’s website there are currently 3 CDE’s serving Vermont:
•
•
•

Mascoma Community Development, LLC
Massachusetts Housing Investment Corporation
Vermont Rural Ventures
“For every $1 invested by the Federal government, the NMTC Program generates over $8
of private investment. The NMTC Program catalyzes investment where it’s needed most –
nearly 75 percent of New Markets Tax Credit investments have been made in highly
distressed areas. These are communities with low median incomes and high rates of
unemployment, and the NMTC investments can have a dramatic positive impact.” 48
Source: CDFI Fund
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6.2.1.4. NMTC Example

Figure 29: New Markets Tax Credit Example
Source: US Treasury CDFI Fund

6.2.1.5. How do New Markets Tax Credits work?
A project must be in a Qualifying Low-Income Census Tract to be eligible to apply for New Markets Tax
Credits. These census tracts are defined as tracts in which “at least 50% of households have
an income less than 60% of the Area Median Gross Income (AMGI).” 49 (Source: huduser.gov).
Applications require detailed information about the project including size, budget, detailed community
impact, job creation/retention, environmental benefits, and any other relevant revitalization components.

6.2.2.Other Available Sources of Investment
Just as the world of traditional investing is rapidly changing, so too are the “who, what, where, why” of
altruism. The demand for capital is no longer limited to financial capital but also includes human capital in
the forms of knowledge and networks. Especially in Vermont, traditional philanthropic outlets are
experiencing donor fatigue, with the same handful of contributors tapped for resources, emphasizing the
need for a new, disruptive approach.
As such, venture philanthropy is reemerging as the new-normal among those advancing the third sector.
This style of impact investment takes concepts from venture capital finance and business development
and applies them to achieving philanthropic goals. This culture shift is being spearheaded by the same
generation that is opting for purpose-driven employers and democratized resources. Similarly, this group
understands the need to support fluid, often riskier, endeavors around innovation and entrepreneurship.
Elsewhere, the funding gap generated by the shrinking pool of traditional philanthropic investment is
being filled by impact investors looking to accelerate large-scale social change. In Vermont, efforts to
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foster philanthropic investment should be facilitated by the fact that social responsibility and sustainability
are at the core of almost every business. New initiatives in this regard can deploy tools and tactics of
venture philanthropy to drive Vermont’s relevance in our emerging, globalized economy.

The CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation is an initiative that will likely attract impact investment and
venture philanthropy. As part of the economic planning for the facility, necessary structures (such as the
creation of a Foundation or partnership with a mission-aligned nonprofit) will be explored.

6.2.3.Grants and program funding
Education, workforce development, community and economic development, and entrepreneurship are
topics of great interest to many foundations and philanthropic organizations. The programming
envisioned for the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation matches the stated priority of many grant
programs and, in turn, these grants are likely to be a source of both funding and inspiration for the
Center’s offerings.
Vermont Innovation Commons has searched a grant database (Instrumentl) to gauge the breadth and
relevance of available grant funding. Over 200 potential matches were presented by Instrumentl for the
proposed CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation focus areas. A review of these 200 matches identified
100 matches that are likely relevant and worth further review and application.

The full list of these matching grants appears as an appendix to this report.

6.3.Financial Analyses and Business Planning
The feasibility study team has conducted a preliminary financial and business planning assessment of
establishing and operating the CSJ Center for Excellence and Innovation. This analysis shows that the
Center can operate in an economically sustainable manner, given reasonable planning assumptions.
The analysis is informed by a detailed and comprehensive economic model developed for this effort. This
model tracks all identified prospective sources of revenue, corresponding expenses for operating the
facility and programs, and other economic factors.
Prospective revenue sources include: memberships for utilizing the co-working space, short term rentals
of small, medium, and large office spaces, dedicated space for larger tenants, as well revenues from
programs (accelerator activities, etc.) and events. Expenses include staffing, facilities maintenance,
utilities, and a wide range of other necessary operating costs.
The model further allows projections for utilization of these resources over time, accounting for projected
rates of growth. These projections are based on the evidence collected as part of this feasibility study.
To aid in planning, this model allows for three levels of estimates: “conservative,” “target,” and
“optimistic.” Our economic planning is centered on “target” estimates of revenues and costs but well
informed by both these conservative and optimistic projections as well.
In general, the findings of this analysis suggest that the CSJ Center for Excellence and Innovation will incur
operating deficits over the first two years of operation as demand ramps up. The analysis projects that
the Center will achieve positive returns at about the third year of operation, providing a sustainable
business model for ongoing operation.
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7. Conclusions
As a result of the extensive assessments conducted through this Feasibility Study effort, the combined
CSJ, Vermont Works, and Vermont Innovation Commons team have reached the following conclusions:
1.

Creating the envisioned CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation is feasible.

2. The proposed services—education and training, entrepreneurial support, co-working and co-living
facilities, and hosting collaboration and events—would be transformational for the Rutland
region. The initiative fits well with other parallel efforts to promote Rutland, including support to
grow the creative economy, and The MINT makerspace.
3. Plans for the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation are consistent with best practice initiatives
nationally, combining a compelling place and space with relevant programming and content.
4. The CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation would be an anchor effort in promoting “New
Ruralism” in Rutland and Vermont, raising our state’s profile and attracting/retaining residents.
5. The CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation, leveraging the Opportunity Zone program and
supporting entrepreneurs, would likely attract new state, national, and international investment.
6. With necessary renovations, St. Joseph’s Hall and the dormitories are physically well suited to
serve the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation. The Athletic Center should continue to serve its
purpose, likely in partnership with other organizations. The “West Campus” should be separated
and repurposed.
Implementing the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation is, however, not without challenges:
1.

Given the relatively smaller size of the Rutland region, demographically, demand for space will be
limited initially and will likely grow slowly over time. Efforts will need to be made around
building awareness and delivering on a unique value proposition.

2. Considering the preceding factor, the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation will likely require one
or more “anchor” tenants as part of a sustainable business plan.
3. Similarly, other workforce development programs in the area report soft demand and, therefore,
we would expect such offerings to grow from small initial efforts.
4. The Rutland area has a relatively small “tech” (IT/developer/STEM) community today, suggesting
that it isn’t well placed for 21st century growth occupations and sectors yet. The CSJ Center for
Excellence & Innovation is a needed response to this challenge but will require significant effort,
iteratively increasing demand, and programming to grow this community for the future.
In light of these conclusions, it is recommended that work proceed on establishing the CSJ Center for
Excellence & Innovation.
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8. Next Steps
Given these findings, the feasibility study team intends to move forward with efforts to shape, establish,
and launch the CSJ Center for Innovation & Excellence.
Immediate next steps include efforts to address the current financial situation of the College of St. Joseph,
winterizing and securing the campus, and soliciting proposals to acquire campus real estate assets.
Such proposals will require pre-closing due diligence, which include detailed engineering, environmental
and architectural studies, detailed legal and tax structuring, and related matters. During this period, the
College of St. Joseph will be exploring interim uses of their campus facilities (for example, rental of the
Athletic Center) and offering initial educational and training programs.
Work will continue shaping educational offerings, grant proposals, and opportunity zone “arrangements”
that can support further development of the CSJ Center for Excellence and Innovation.
From a financial perspective, any effort to attract investment for the initiative will be contingent on
successfully addressing the College of St. Joseph’s current financial condition and the continuation of the
College’s tax-exempt status.
Based on the evidence assessed through this feasibility study, the College of St. Joseph, Vermont Works,
and the Vermont Innovation Commons are optimistic that the Center for Excellence and Innovation based
at the campus of CSJ would be a transformational initiative for Rutland and Vermont.
Together, we are dedicated to advancing this initiative.
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11. Appendices
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11.1.APPENDIX: National examples of comparable innovation
centers
The feasibility study process builds on previous and continuing work by the Vermont Innovation Commons
to identify and assess “best practice” examples of “innovation centers” nationally and globally.
These examples have been compiled into a database that captures their location, characteristics,
partnerships and sponsors, and community context.
Information on over 60 other locations has been collected. These were selected based on several criteria,
including:
• Perceived relevance to the Vermont context, including center size and community characteristics
• Perception as “leading” centers or examples of “best practice”
• Those that combine a range of services including co-work, short term office space, meeting/event
space, and/or acceleration support; taken together, such facilities can be termed “innovation
centers”
• Those that have connections or partnerships with academic or city stakeholders
A wide range of centers were included, matching some or all of these characteristics. The goal was to
collect information on a variety of approaches to most fully inform the planning of the Center for
Excellence and Innovation.
The following table lists the centers included in this example set.
Comparative “Innovation Center” Examples
Name

City

Akron Global Business Accelerator ("Bounce Innovation Hub")

Akron

Butler Street Lofts

Pittsburgh

The Corner New Kensington

New Kensington

Ascender

Pittsburgh

Electric Works

Ft. Wayne

Nashville Entrepreneur Center

Nashville

Centraal

Mexico City

TechSquare Labs

Atlanta

American Underground

Durham

Capital Factory

Austin

Communitech Hub

Kitchener

Innovation Commons at PennState Behrend

Erie

The Tomorrow Building

Chattanooga

The Guild Atlanta

Atlanta
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Plexpod

Kansas City

The Warehouse

New Orleans

Green Garage

Detroit

City Foundry

St. Louis

Commonspace

Syracuse

Year of the Startup

Omaha

Franklin Business Center

Franklin

Fact0ry 1000

San Francisco

Notley Center for Social Innovation

Austin

Nashville Business Incubation Center

Nashville

Ohio University Innovation Center

Athens

The Wond'ry

Nashville

Happy Valley LaunchBox

State College

CO.LAB

Chattanooga

StartupHouse

San Francisco

The Startup Collaborative

Omaha

1871

Chicago

Launch Chapel Hill

Chapel Hill

Startup Basecamp

San Francisco

theCO

Jackson

New Lab

Brooklyn

Propeller

New Orleans

Greentown Labs

Somerville

Cortex

St. Louis

District Hall

Boston

Betamore

Baltimore

The Sixers Innovation Lab

Camden

Knoxville Entrepreneur Center

Knoxville

The DMZ at Ryerson University

Toronto

The UMass Lowell Innovation Hub

Lowell

InnovateABQ - Rainforest Building/the FUSE Makerspace

Albuquerque
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The Edney Innovation Center

Chattanooga

Convene

Various

WeLive NYC

New York

WeLive DC

Washington DC

The Collective UK

London

Roam London

London

Quarters

Various

Common

Various

Logan Square

Chicago

University Village

Chicago

Vermont Center for Emerging Technologies (VCET)

Burlington

Union Hall Cincy

Cincinnati

PennState Center of Excellence

Lemont Furnace

District 3 at Concordia University

Montreal

Table 4: Comparative “Innovation Center” Examples
Source: Vermont Innovation Commons
The following table lists the data elements compiled for each example center. Not all data was available,
but where possible, it has been included for analytical purposes.
Comparative Data Elements
TOPIC

Overall

DATA ELEMENT

EXAMPLE

Name

Akron Global Business Accelerator ("Bounce
Innovation Hub")

Comp Type

Innovation Center

Innovation District (Y/N)

No

Operational (Y/N)

Yes

Start Year

2013

City

Akron

State

OH

Location City, State

Akron, OH

Country

USA

Region

Midwest
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Distance from BTV (mi)

578

Kauffman Index (State)

Kauffman Index (City)

Demogr
aphics

Building
Specs

Proximity to Water (mi)

N/A

Proximity to Downtown (mi)

0

Public Transportation

Public bus

Negative Economic Forces

Loss of manufacturing, revitalizing downtown

City Population (2016)

197,633

City Population (2000)

217,074

City Population (1990)

223,019

Population Delta (1990-2016)

-11.38%

Population Density (/sq. mi)

1,552

Median HH Income

$35,240

Median Age

35.7

Bachelor's or Higher (% total
pop)

29.90%

Year Built

1915

Year Renovated

2018

NRA (sf)

250,000

Shared Building (Y/N)

No

Other Use

N/A

Building Structure

Fully Refurbished

University Nearby

University of Akron, Kent State, John Carroll

University Affiliations

Northeast Ohio Medical University (NEOMED),
Stark State College, University of Akron

University Affiliation Role

Partner

Affiliatio Affiliation Description
ns

Administrator Contact

Some specific examples of how our partners have
helped our clients include: Business development,
Research and development, Global partnerships
and exporting, Fundraising and access to capital
(330) 375-2173

Corporate Affiliations
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Government

City of Akron, State of Ohio

Co-working (Y/N)

Yes

Co-living (Y/N)

No

Flex Office (Y/N)

Yes

Lab (Y/N)

Yes

Presentation (Y/N)

No

Private (Y/N)

No

Meeting (Y/N)
Business
Operatio Collision (Y/N)
ns
Collision Type

Yes
No
N/A

Incubator/Accelerator (Y/N)

Yes

Marketing (Y/N)

Yes

Legal (Y/N)

Yes

Rental Charge

Real
Estate
Financin
g

F&B Outlet (Y/N)

Yes

F&B Type

Cafe supposed to open 2017

Owned/Leased

Owned

Owner
Financing Type
Financing Amount
Initiatives

BOUNCE innovation hub coming to Akron's B.F.
Goodrich building

Conferences
Publicity

Negative
Other

Bounce Connect Newsletter

Additional
Ranking

Square Footage

3

Proximity

15

Table 5: Comparative Data Elements for national “innovation center” examples
Source: Vermont Innovation Commons
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11.2.APPENDIX: Facilities and Assets Maps

City of Rutland Zoning Map 2019
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FEMA Flood Hazard Map 2019
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11.3.APPENDIX: National/international grants relevant to the CSJ
Center for Excellence & Innovation programming and
delivery
Following are 100 grant calls which have been identified as potentially relevant to the development,
implementation, or programming of the CSJ Center for Excellence & Innovation.

NAME

DEADLINE

AMOUNT

NOTES

Private Higher Education Grant

Aug 30 (LOI)

US $25,000 - US

Review in the future. Too
late now, and targeted
for private ...

Arthur Vining Davis Foundations
Morris Family Foundation Grant

$300,000
Sep 6 (LOI)

Up to US $82,500

Extremely relevant,
explore immediately.

Sep 15 (Full
proposal)

Unspecified amount

review -- a little hard to
tell but so broad could
apply. Note...

Sep 20

Up to US $78,000

review down the road,
less relevant to our
initiative but rele...

Sep 30

Up to US $50,000

Relevant, could move
people into education
and programs.

Sep 30

Unspecified amount

very relevant, review.

Sep 30

Unspecified amount

relevant, relatively small
amount. review.

Oct 1 (Full
proposal)

US $50,000 - US

Extremely relevant, big
amounts, focused on
education. Pursue ...

Morris Family Foundation
DEW Foundation Grant
DEW Foundation
Small Business Innovation Research
(SBIR)
US Dept. of Commerce: National Instit...
Gupta Family Foundation Grant
Gupta Family Foundation
Human Services: Building a More Robust
Human Services Field
Kresge Foundation
Human Services: Place-Based
Opportunity Ecosystems
Kresge Foundation
Jane's Trust Foundation - Maine, New
Hampshire & Vermont Grants

$150,000
Jane's Trust Foundation
New Earth Foundation Grant
New Earth Foundation

Oct 1 (Full
proposal)

Approximately US

interesting but small
amounts

$5,000
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Wells Fargo: Vermont Grant

Oct 1

Unspecified amount

Review... oct 1 timeline,
focus on job training.

Wells Fargo Foundation
***Our Giv...
Ambrose Monell Foundation Grant

Oct 31 (Full
proposal)

Up to US $1,550,000

very relevant, extremely
broad award types.
potentially big g...

Oct 31

More than US $5,000

relevant, job training.
Oct 31 deadline

The Ambrose Monell Foundation
Good Neighbor Citizenship Company
Grants
State Farm Companies Foundation
Islamic Relief USA: US Grant Funds

***Community Develop...
Oct 31 (Pre
proposal)

Up to US $3,000,000

could be relevant with a
focus on "Improved
economic and socia...

Nov 1

US $125,000 - US

could be relevant if a
coherent program to
address minority ed...

Islamic Relief USA
Louis Stokes Alliances for Minority
Participation

$4,500,000
National Science Foundation (NSF)
Motorists Insurance Group Foundation
Grant

Nov 1

Up to US $150,000

probably less relevant
due to geography needs.

Nov 10 (LOI)

US $1,000 - US

very relevant, Nov 10 LOI

Motorists Insurance Group Foundation
Max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation
Grant

$20,000
Max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation
Windham Foundation Grants Program

Nov 13

Windham Foundation
Hesed Foundation Grant

Nov 30

Hesed Foundation
The Atlantic/Allstate Renewal Awards

US $5,000 - US
$10,000

extremely relevant, vt
focused, education
focused, small amounts.

US $250 - US

relevant, nov 30 deadline

$10,000
Nov 30

US $20,000

Relevant, review.
Creates PR for initiative.

Dec 1 (Full
proposal)

US $1,000 - US

review -- focus on
education (and ed
programs providing
assist...

The Atlantic Monthly Group, Inc.
Fred J. Brotherton Charitable Foundation
Grant

$100,000
Fred J. Brotherton Charitable Foundation
Dudley T. Dougherty Foundation Grant

Dec 3

Up to US $40,000

relevant, very general.
Needs more review.

Dec 27

More than US

relevant, dec 27 deadline
so a bit farther out

Dudley T. Dougherty Foundation
TD Charitable Foundation Grants (CT,
ME, MA, NH, NY, RI, VT)

$5,000
The TD Charitable Foundation
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Kahn Charitable Foundation Grant

Dec 31 (Pre
proposal)

Up to US $25,000

Very relevant, review.

Jan 2, 2020

US $5,000 - US

Interesting, review.
Crowd funding aspects,
Nov-Jan.

Esther B. Kahn Charitable Foundation
CrowdRise Holiday Challenge
CrowdRise
DKGEF Project Grants

$100,000
Jan 3, 2020

Up to US $10,000

can support education.
small amount.

Jan 12, 2020

Unspecified amount

could be relevant,
review.

Jan 15, 2020

US $20,000

Possible. Looking for long
established programs
however.

Jan 15, 2020

US $5,000 US$20,000

Very relevant, review.

Jan 31, 2020

Unspecified amount

relevant: ***Employment
Pathways Connecting
teens and young a...

Feb 1, 2020

US $67,000 in in- kind
support

Relevant, will fund
classroom furniture.

Feb 1, 2020

US $25,000 - US

extremely relevant and
big amount, focused on
higher education...

Delta Kappa Gamma Educational
Foundat...
Swett Family Foundation Grant
The Ralph and Eileen Swett Foundation
WISE Initiative: The WISE Awards
Qatar Foundation
Lucy Downing Nisbet Charitable Fund
Lucy Downing Nisbet Charitable Fund
FedEx Charitable Giving
FedEx
Active Learning Center Grant
Steelcase Education
Booth Ferris Foundation: Higher
Education

$200,000
Booth Ferris Foundation
Motorola Solutions Foundation Grant

Feb 4, 2020
(LOI)

Motorola Solutions Foundation
McClure Foundation Annual Competitive
Grant Program

US $10,000 - US
$50,000

Feb 6, 2020
(LOI)

Unspecified amount

J. Warren and Lois McClure Foundation
O'Neill Foundation Responsive
Grantmaking

focused on other
geographies, but
topically relevant.
Very relevant, pathing to
career development.
Invitation only....

Feb 21, 2020
(LOI)

US $10,000 US$100,000

relevant - VT (but not
quite rutland focused),
education and e...

Feb 21, 2020

Up to US $15,000

limited relevance -- basic
adult literacy support.

Feb 28, 2020

Up to US $15,000

relevant, smaller level of
grants. Youth priority 21st cent...

William J. & Dorothy K. O’Neill Found...
DGLF Adult Literacy Grants
Dollar General Literacy Foundation
RBC Foundation Grants - National
Program (Outside the Minneapolis/S...
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RBC Foundation – USA

Robert F. Schumann Foundation Grant

Feb 28, 2020

Unspecified amount

topically relevant, unsure
on amounts. Review.

Feb 29, 2020

US $2,500 US$100,000

Very relevant, significant
amounts. Review.

Dr. Scholl Foundation Grants

Mar 1, 2020

US $5,000 - US

Very relevant. smaller
amounts. review.

Dr. Scholl Foundation

(Full proposal)

$25,000

Brabson Library & Educational
Foundation Grant

Mar 15, 2020

Up to US $75,000

Very relevant, review.

US $1,000 - US

small amounts but
relevant. review.

Robert F. Schumann Foundation
A Community Thrives (ACT) Program
USA TODAY Network

(Full proposal)
Brabson Library & Educational
Foundation
SFC Charitable Foundation Grant

Mar 15, 2020
(LOI)

Singing For Change Charitable
Foundation

$10,000

CommunityWINS (Working/Investing in
Neighborhood Stabilization) GrantUnited
States Conference of Mayors

Mar 22, 2020

US $50,000 - US

Snee-Reinhardt Charitable Foundation
Grant

Apr 1, 2020

Up to US $10,000

relevant but small
amounts.

Apr 1, 2020

Up to US $15,000

Extremely relevant,,
focused on education and
VT/NY. small am...

Apr 17, 2020

Unspecified amount

very relevant, review.

May 15, 2020

US $5,000 - US

less geo relevant,
topically relevant.

$500,000

Review, not clear if
eligible due to US Conf of
Mayors aspects.

Snee-Reinhardt Charitable Foundation
Marks Family Foundation Grants
Marks Family Foundation
AARP Community Challenge Grant
AARP Foundation
Robert A. Mills Foundation Grant
Robert A. Mills Foundation
Gladys Brooks Foundation Grants

$15,000
May 31, 2020

The Gladys Brooks Foundation
Lake Champlain Basin: Kelsey Trust Grant
- Education & Environment ...

Jun 1, 2020
(LOI)

US $50,000 - US
$100,000

relevant - grants for
educational institutions
(but narrow foc...

US $5,000 - US

relevant, review.

$10,000
Vermont Community Foundation
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IECA Foundation Grant

Jun 15, 2020

IECA Foundation

US $2,500 - US
$5,000

Global Good Fund Fellowship

Jun 30, 2020

Global Good Fund

(Pre proposal)

Entergy’s Open Grants Program

relevant, small amount.
Can support helping
vulnerable studen...

Up to US $10,000

supports entrepreneurs.
Small amounts,

Rolling

Unspecified amount

could be relevant, some
geo limitations.

Rolling

US $2,000 - US

relevant, review

Entergy Charitable Foundation
Sidgmore Family Foundation Grant
Sidgmore Family Foundation
C.E. & S. Foundation Grant

$30,000
Rolling

Up to US $200,000

less geo relevant but
topically relevant.
identify replicable...

Rolling

US $35,000 - US

focused on other
geographies, but
topically relevant.

C. E. and S. Foundation
Coleman Foundation Grant
The Coleman Foundation
WKKF Grant

$750,000
Rolling

W.K. Kellogg Foundation
Porticus North America Foundation Grant

US $5,000 - US

extremely relevant,
review.

$4,200,000
Rolling

Unspecified amount

Very relevant. Review.

Rolling

Unspecified amount

topically relevant,
focused on charities
however. Review.

Rolling

Unspecified amount
in in-kind support

could support
renovations.

Rolling

Unspecified amount

could be very relevant.
review.

Rolling

Unspecified amount

topically relevant, need
to be in geography
relevant to company.

Rolling

Unspecified amount

Seems very relevant.
Review.

Rolling

Unspecified amount

could be relevant if
geographically near
Costco?

Porticus North America Foundation
Sidney Stern Memorial Trust Grant
Sidney Stern Memorial Trust
Owens Corning Foundation: Product
Donation
Owens Corning
Roche Corporate Donations and
Philanthropy (CDP)
La Roche, Inc.
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Corporate Contributions
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Tony Robbins Foundation Grant
Anthony Robbins Foundation (The Tony
...
Costco Wholesale Grants
Costco Wholesale
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Corporate Giving - Charitable
Contributions

Rolling

Unspecified amount

review. topically
relevant, no idea of grant
amounts.

Rolling

Unspecified amount

Very relevant, VT
focused. Review.

Rolling

Unspecified amount

topically relevant, most
grants small but a few
big enough to ...

Rolling

Unspecified amount

relevant, could
potentially fund social
entrepreneur program.

Rolling

US $200 - US

relevant, small amounts.
Supports adult literacy.

McCormick
High Meadows Fund Grant
High Meadows Fund
Shell Foundation Grant
Shell Oil Company
Henry Arnholds Fellowships
Mulago Foundation
Wish You Well Foundation Grant
Wish You Well Foundation
Catalyst Fund

$10,000
Rolling

Roddenberry Foundation
Richard Donchian Foundation Grants

US $2,500 - US
$15,000

Rolling

Up to US $25,000

review, focuses on
education. Supports
"charities" (foundation?)

Rolling

Up to US $100,000

Relevant, review.

Rolling

Up to US $100,000

Seems very relevant,
instructions are general.
Review.

Rolling

US $300 - US

Very relevant, significant
amounts. Review.

The Richard Davoud Donchian Foundation
Henry T. Nicholas III Foundation Nationwide Grants

Extremely relevant.
Review.

Henry T. Nicholas III Foundation
Perry Foundation Grant
Tyler Perry Foundation
Centene CharitableFoundation Grants
Centene Charitable Foundation
Elevation 1 for 1 Match Design Program

$500,000
Rolling

Up to US $900,000

Relevant, contributions
towards operating
technologies (websit...

Rolling

Up to US $1,000,000

Very relevant, we are
connected to Kauffman.

Rolling

US $100,000 - US

very relevant and big,
review.

Elevation
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation Entrepreneurship Grants
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation
FY 2018 Economic Development
Assistance Programs. Application submi...

$3,000,000
US Department of Commerce: Economic
D...
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Education Program

Rolling

Carnegie Corporation of New York
Semnani Family Foundation Grants

$10,000,000
Rolling

Semnani Family Foundation
Hearst Foundations Grants

Up to US
$27,000,000

Rolling

Hearst Foundation
EDA Philadelphia FY 2016–FY 2019
Planning Program and Local Technic...

Up to US

US $30,000 - US

review carefully, could
be very relevant and big
amount. coul...
too big and probably not
a topical fit, but broad
enough and b...
very relevant -- topically
very focused. Review.

$200,000
Rolling

US $40,000 - US
$300,000

can't tell, detailed info
needs to be reviewed. but
big amoun...

US Department of Commerce: Economic
VCF: Special and Urgent Needs Grant

Rolling

Up to US $5,000

relevant but very small
($5K)-- but helps with
facilities and ...

Rolling

Up to US $62,500

probably relevant, big
amount: ***We donate
funds, in-kind and...

Rolling

Unspecified amount

less relevant, but
training (and new
training types) for
worke...

Rolling

Unspecified amount

maybe??

Rolling

Unspecified amount

maybe relevant -- rolling,
includes "Education and
Continuous ...

Rolling

US $250 - US

relevant, rolling, focused
on education and heath
(in addition...

Vermont Community Foundation
Sponsorships & Charitable Support
Price Chopper’s Golub Foundation
Walmart Foundation: Letter of Inquiry
Walmart Foundation

STEM Higher Education
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Global Payments Corporate Sponsorships
Global Payments Direct
Omron Foundation Grant
Omron Foundation
Draper Richards Kaplan Foundation
Grants

$100,000
Rolling

Up to US $350,000

possibly relevant -focused on social
entrepreneurs. review.

Rolling

Unspecified amount

very relevant

Rolling

Unspecified amount

extremely relevant,
rolling. review.

Rolling

Up to US $4,500,000

very relevant, business
and startup growth (for
people of colo...

Draper Richards Kaplan Foundation
Coca-Cola Foundation Community
Support Grants
The Coca-Cola Company
Cognizant Foundation Grant
Cognizant U.S. Foundation
Surdna Foundation Grants
Surdna Foundation
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Beck Foundation Grant

Rolling

Up to US $155,000

worth a review, broad:
the Beck Foundation also
supports vario...

Rolling

Up to US $100,000

worth a look -- rolling,
could fund programs to
provide traini...

Rolling

US $2,000 - US

somewhat
relevant...religious, but
focused on vocational
train...

Beck Foundation
First Nonprofit Foundation Grant
First Nonprofit Foundation
Chatlos Foundation Grant
Chatlos Foundation

Laura J. Niles Foundation Grant

$10,000

Rolling

Up to US $50,000

very relevant …
education, economic
self-sufficiency, funds
pr...

Rolling

Unspecified amount

worth reviewing, rolling,
"Education – Hannaford is
committed ...

Rolling

Up to US $400,000

always worth looking at
the Tarrant foundation

Rolling

Up to US $375,000

may be relevant, less
clear (geographically and
topically). to...

Rolling

US $2,500 - US

extremely relevant,
rolling deadine

Laura J. Niles Foundation

Hannaford Charitable Foundation Grants
Hannaford Charitable Foundation
Richard E. and Deborah L. Tarrant
Foundation Grant
Richard E. and Deborah L. Tarrant Fou...
Wyndham Charitable Donations
Wyndham Worldwide Foundation
Henry E. Niles Foundation Grant
Henry E. Niles Foundation
Lumina Foundation Grant

$100,000
Rolling

Unspecified amount

applicable, rolling,
focused on educational
attainment

Rolling

Unspecified amount

relevant -- vocational,
recycling (reuse material,
could have ...

Rolling

Up to US $250,000

very relevant; no
deadline, every quarter!

Lumina Foundation
Julius Baer Foundation Grant
Julius Baer Foundation
KeyBank Foundation Grants
KeyBank Foundation

Table 6: Relevant grant opportunities
Source: Instrumentl, Vermont Innovation Common
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11.4 .APPENDIX: Ideas submitted by the public
Over the course of the feasibility study effort, and particularly as announced at the public forum event
in August, the feasibility study team has made available an email address for submission of ideas from
the public.
While these submissions vary in terms of practicality, they include many interesting ideas and also show
the public’s interest in the concept of an Innovation Hub in Rutland.
The ideas are included here, anonymously, for reference.

Idea: Certificate Program for Piano Tuning Technician
Rationale: Few technicians currently in VT
Idea: Apprenticeship Programs for Trades
Rationale: Supplement to “book Learning”
Additional: Utilize older tradesmen in the area.
Idea: Training for Wastewater & Wastewater Management Personnel
Rationale: Numerous vacancies in field, positions difficult to fill
Idea: Preschool Education
Rationale: Shortage of registered preschool options in area
Idea: Role for CSJ in Expanding Local Food Economy
Idea: Host RHS basketball games in CSJ Athletic Center

Idea: Events Center: TEDx Talks
Idea: Community Music School
Additional: Concord Community Music School, Concord, NH; David Surette (one of the
instructors)
https://www.ccmusicschool.org/index.php
https://www.ccmusicschool.org/index.php/about-the-concord-community-musicschool/mission-and-history
Idea: Summer Music Camps
Additional: Guitar Intensives: One week-long music camp each summer
http://guitarintensives.com/
Bar Harbor, ME, near Acadia National Park, held at College of the Atlantic
The music camp utilizes the dorms, cafeteria, classrooms and auditorium at College of the
Atlantic
Summer Acoustic Music Week (SAMW): Two week-long music camps each summer
Geneva Point camp on Lake Winnipesaukee (near Moultonboro, NH)
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Sponsored by WUMB Public Radio at UMass, Boston
http://www.wumb.org/samw/

Idea: Information Technology
Additional: Meetups for software development, databases, data science and other IT topics
Vermont Coders Connection: https://www.meetup.com/VTCode/
Various IT Meetup groups under common umbrella:
Many of the Meetups take place at the Main Street Landing in Burlington
IT courses: Workshops, short courses and/or longer in-residence programs
Software development, web app development, data science, artificial intelligence, etc.
Burlington Coding Academy: https://www.burlingtoncodeacademy.com/
Idea: reach out to Macomb Community College – University Center (Michigan)
Additional Take courses from other colleges + universities @ MCC
https://www.macomb.edu/future-students/choose-program/university-center/index.html
Idea: Instead of dismantling Yankee Nuclear. (millions of dollars in cost) transfer the 'control
room' to the campus and have the only nuclear museum (charge admissions) in the USA.
There is precedent. Google it. Germany closed its nuclear plant on the Rhine and converted it
into a profitable amusement park.
Idea: Create an upscale permanent farmers market (say in the gym,) a la Boston's Faneuil Hall.
Idea: Convert library (or part) to medical offices. Then reapply for PA or PT accreditation.
(Students can get 'real' experience on campus.)
Idea: Apply for business school skill accreditation. Seek local business employees as students.
Start with seminars.
Idea: Investigate retail use of gym. Approach national stores such as BJ' s or Costco. (store in a
beautiful 'shopping' environment)
Idea: Create for indoors (goofy sports) a local corporate team league. Sports could be
men/women mixed team basketball; polo on donkeys; wiffleball. (for schedule, charge
admission)

Idea: Turn campus into Eastern Philosophy Meditative Retreat Center. (many different models
to choose)
Idea: Use campus as [for rent) art residency programs. Connect to downtown Rutland '77
Gallery initiative. Talk to Artist/curator Bill Ramage.
Idea: Create (in gym) a hydroponic fish and vegetable farm. (the world needs new ways to
grow food without destroying trees - creating more CO(2).
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Idea: Teach entrepreneurship for the lucrative hemp market. (grow it as part of curricula.)
Idea: Convert upstairs of library into combination restaurant/library/bookstore. Use model of
such now in Rochester.
Idea: See if Northshire Bookstore in Manchester interested in 'second' store.
Idea: There is a new startup of little house builders who will build such houses on your land at
no cost. Then over a 30 year mortgage, share the 'rent' fifty-fifty with land owners.
(no upfront cost).
Idea: Whole campus of paid athletic facilities a la New York's west side wharf development (in
sponsorship/partnerships with major athletic wear and equipment companies)

Idea: Start sophisticated tree plant seedling company for worldwide sales as world begins to
plant millions of trees to offset up to 2/3ths of the global warming gases.
Idea: Run 'transformative thinking seminars. This type of thinking is what is needed to solve
new problems.

Idea: Start a drone flying school for commercial purposes such as real estate, photography, etc
Idea: For more transformative ideation put together small group brainstorming sessions using
local artists. Also do same with visitors to Killington. (seek what might be missing then added
to winter and summer tourist vacations.)
Idea: Convert 'estate buildings' into up-scale casino. In this way! Gamblers buy 'play money'
with real money. Then exchange any of this money for high tech prizes.
Idea: instead of only promoting events, offer the campus to organizations for fund raising
activity. In this way: Organizations offer a raffle.. First prize is use of campus by winner for her
one-day purpose, - birthday, parties, events.
School charges set fee for the day
Idea: Create a space called the Geppetto Room where you don't have to be creative to be
creative. You just have to be you. Because here we explore and explain various techniques and
activities that make it easier for you to innovate, create and transform your decisions and ideas
into practical, transformative solutions - to enrich the way you live, work and play in our state.
You can't solve new problems with old ideas, - because most likely these old same ideas
caused the current, new problems.
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12. Endnotes
https://www.rutlandherald.com/news/college-of-st-joseph-shares-vision-for-its-future/article_d54d4ef9-37345324-a463-8e063a4e12ae.html
2 https://www.bostonmagazine.com/news/2019/01/29/college-problem/
3 https://www.usnews.com/news/education-news/articles/2019-03-22/college-closings-signal-start-of-a-crisis-inhigher-education
1

4

https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-policy/2019/03/02/rise-fall-most-european-state-union/

5

https://governor.vermont.gov/press-release/statement-governor-phil-scott-vermont’s-demographic-crisis

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.vermonttechnologyalliance.org/resource/collection/9E5222E8-0392-46CA-867FFD69441369CF/vtTA_Tech_Jobs_Recruitment_Report.pdf
6

7

https://ljfo.vermont.gov/assets/Publications/Issue-Briefs/3bed2c98d0/Age-and-Income-Issue-Brief-Final.pdf

8

https://www.insider.com/vermont-remote-workers-move-there-10000-dollars-2018-5

https://www.sevendaysvt.com/vermont/a-rutland-landlord-partners-with-artists-to-spur-creativeeconomy/Content?oid=27996361
9

10

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourth_Industrial_Revolution

11

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-what-it-means-and-how-to-respond/

12

https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2017/04/joblessness-and-opioids/523281/

https://www.ers.usda.gov/amber-waves/2017/october/rural-manufacturing-survival-and-its-role-in-the-ruraleconomy/
13

14

https://www.forbes.com/sites/joelkotkin/2018/03/08/where-small-town-america-is-thriving/#1a1b31d338b8

15

https://www.revolution.com/entity/rotr/

16

https://www.businessinsider.com/rise-of-the-rest-steve-case-jd-vance-2018-1

17

https://www.vtrural.org/sites/default/files/content/about-us/AnnualReports/2017-annual-report.pdf

18

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/17/opinion/rural-america.html

19

https://www.economist.com/leaders/2018/08/30/why-startups-are-leaving-silicon-valley

20

https://www.brookings.edu/research/innovation-spaces-the-new-design-of-work/

21

https://tech.co/news/startupseverywhere-tennessee-small-town-2017-08

22

https://www.jacksonsun.com/story/money/business/2017/03/08/member-spotlight-andre-gist/98884528/

23

https://medium.com/@EpicenterMemphis/understanding-entrepreneurship-4e1479d77011

https://www.thinkvermont.com/coworking/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/workers-are-fleeing-big-cities-for-small-onesand-taking-their-jobs-with-them11567848600
26 https://www.wsj.com/articles/making-your-vacation-home-your-full-time-home-1524751201
24
25

https://www.kauffman.org/currents/2019/09/rethinking-education-to-make-graduates-and-workers-futureproof?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=iaw_09_12_2019
27

28 https://www.academicimpressions.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/future-of-higher-education.pdf;

https://www.wsj.com/articles/employees-pushed-to-keep-learning-new-skills-as-workplace-evolves-11551279600.
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29 https://www.bostonglobe.com/news/nation/2016/05/01/gap-years-are-becoming-increasingly-popular-group-

says/MDMPXVd1IzQ1u4G9XmX06N/story.html; https://www.mhtpartners.com/growing-popularity-of-the-gapyear/.
30 https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-transition-college/201402/the-value-the-gap-year.
31 https://www.usnews.com/education/blogs/college-admissions-playbook/2015/07/13/beware-of-4-red-flags-of-

gap-year-programs; https://www.collegiateparent.com/high-school/how-to-choose-the-right-gap-year-program/.
32https://www.opendatanetwork.com/entity/0400000US50/Vermont/education.graduation_rates.percent

_high_school_graduate_or_higher?year=2017.
33 https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/trauma-informed-care-what-it-is-and-why-its-important-2018101613562;

https://www.justice.gov/archives/ovw/blog/importance-understanding-trauma-informed-care-and-self-carevictim-service-providers; https://www.thenationalcouncil.org/ BH365/2016/12/12/importance-trauma-sensitiveschools/.
34

https://eig.org/news/opportunity-zones-tapping-6-trillion-market

35

https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/opportunity-zones-frequently-asked-questions

36

https://eig.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/2018-DCI.pdf

37

https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/opportunity-zones-frequently-asked-questions#investor2

38

https://www.acceleratorforamerica.com/sites/default/files/2019-03/south-bend-in.pdf

https://www.abqjournal.com/1363107/santa-fe-promoting-opportunity-zones-for-new-development-ex-projectsin-five-census-tracts-can-offer-investors-tax-breaks.html
39

40

https://gonm.biz/uploads/documents/pressReleases/Press_Release_OZ_Jobs_Bonus.pdf

41

https://news.missouristate.edu/2019/08/27/commerce-dept-invests-in-efactory/

42

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/16/realestate/developers-try-gentler-gentrification.html

43

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/20/business/co-working-opportunity-zones.html

44

http://putnamblock.com/about/project-vision/

45

https://governanceproject.org/

46

https://eig.org/opportunityzones/facts-and-figures

47

https://www.taxpolicycenter.org/statistics/historical-capital-gains-and-taxes

48

www.cdfifund.gov/nmtc

49

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/qct.html
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